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INTRODUCTION

Sun Yat-sen's life was, and still is,

subject in modern China.

a

controversial

His no^le personality made him

sacrifice himself and struggle for the welfare of the Chinese
people.

His revolutionary activities aroused the Chinese

people and awakened that sleeping lion.

He was deified by

his followers and talked about by all Chinese.

Throughout

his short sojourn revolution was his life, and he encountered
-nany

frustrations.

Such a distinguished person with such an

extraordinary life merits thorough study.
Leaving the Revolution unfinished Sun left a much
disputed ideological legacy to his followers.

puzzled

Tiany

His thought

people and his attitude aroused many arguments.

His ideas ranged from the ri^ht to the left, from the ancient
to the modern.

Ureadth without depth led to doubts and disputes.

For the admirable -^oal--the reconstruction of China, Sun used
all possi le ideas and means to solve his problems.

was "chop suey"--a combination with

Sun's thought,

kfith

^reat variation.

The result

Such was

this in mind this paper will try to define

his political philosophy.

For example, the story of Sun's relations with tne

communists is controversial.

He had close relations with the

Russian Communists, and allowed the Chinese Communist! to join

his Kuomintang (Nationalist party).

Today, both the

Nationalists ond the Communists claim themselves to

be

the

legitimate successors of Sun Yat-sen and vilify the other
side as the betrayers.

The final part of this paper will

invest! rate Son's position in relationship to the Nationalists
and the Communists, his impact on them, and their deviations

from his ideas.

CHAPTER

Boyhood
Sun Yat-sen was born in Choy-hung, a little village

£

in the Southern China province, Kwangtung, on November 2,

1066,

Both his parents were illiterate.

.

Father war a poor

tenant farmer who had to pay $0 percent of what he reaped to
the landlord.

Mother

war-

a

foot-bound woman, hence could not

help in the farming but stayed at home and managed the family.
Sun was the youngest of several brothers and sisters,
he was born his father was over £0.

'..hen

The eldest brother,

Sun Mei, was one of many Southern Chinese who went to seek

fortunes in Hawaii.

t t«ir

Later when Sun was plotting for the

revolution, his elder brother

r,ave

him substantial financial

help.
'is childhood years were spent in the little, quiet

village, helping the family in every possible way.

calmness of the village life was not
was

a

:

But the

;oing to last long*

It

calmness between the tumultuous storms.
The Taiping (Trreat Peace)

Rebellion (1850-1864) had

been subdued Just two years before Sun was born.
bi.-^-scale

It

war;

rebellion against the corrupt Manchu Dynasty.

a

The

Taiping army, which originated in South China, not far from

n

birth place, swept o er

turn's

11

v.

«

r,

car

hi

If of China and caTie a few

was finally suppressed

t-

e

the rebellion

|

.

,

Chirr dynasty was comln* to Its

end too,

event hai Ift

I

M

dom

i

p ct

n

-un.

In his later

he would tell his revolutionary comrades the storiea of

»g

3cd to listen to the Taipins? veterans'

stories,

he was fa3cin ted.

ilea that

>:he

In his mind he be jen to have

t

e

"anchu re Time was bad, and it did more harm than

Chinese people*
As there was no formal educational system

'van

was sent

to the village's only private t.torln-; school at the are of

In a snail room a few it dents of similar a^ea followed

nine.

the only tutor recitir

daya

a wee':.

M

\

•'

hinese classics all day Ion | and seven

ince nothing ©lae was taught, the tedious classic

bo^ed ^un.

He

ilsobe.ved and had heated a raiments with

the stubborn, ol --fashioned tutor on several occasions.

1

ichool until thirteen when
his

llaMMMHB brother came back from hcnolulu.

s alii

Ptunlfei«a in Honolulu were very

;ood.

Hun Mel wanted his

brother to help In his business, so the father and the elder
I

In Hawaii

to send Sun to Hawaii at
.n

tha

eiije

of fourteen.

helped his brother's enterprise.

But in

1

un
t-sen, a Portrait
en Chen and Robert Payne,
The John Day Company, 191*6) * p. b*.
I

(New York:

3

order to

(give

the young boy the chance to learn English

Sun Mei sent him to Iolanl School,

a

boarding school run by

Bishop Willis of tne Church of England.
Sun was one of the few Chinese boys who attended the

school while wearing pigtails.

He received a general modern

education with emphasis on English language.

tfhen he

entered
graduated

the school he knew not one English word, but when he

in 1882 he was awarded "the second prize in English grammar"

by King '8laku8 of
v

!

awail.

auite an ordinary student.

Aside from that he seemed to be

Bishop v/illis' comment in his

Diocesan Magazine in IS96 was:
As far as can he remembered Tai Cheon-r's (Sun's ?iven
name which he used in his early years) school da \s gave
no indication of his future career.
He has left no
tradition of hatching plots against magisterial authority.
Nor will anyone suppose that he was indoctrinated at
Iolani with the love of a republican form of government,
much less with the desire of revolutionizing the Celestial
Kingdom after the model of Hawaiian Republic, which was
then unborn.
t

But the contrast of Hawaii, a free and safe society, with China

where people were in constant danger of being suppressed and

robbed by the Manchu government must have given Sun

a

deep

impression.
But the

rrjo-t

salient influence he got in this period

was that he, living in

(

a

deeply religious atmosphere, wss

"enry Bond Restarick, Sun Yat Sen, Liberator of Chins
Yale University Fre~s, 193D , p. 15.

M ew Haven:
3

Cited by Restarick,

o p.

cit ., p.

II4,

converted to Christianity.
to be baptized.

He told his brother that he wanted

The brother, who was a traditional-type, poorly

educated Chinese, was furious.

To him, to believe in a foreign

religion meant to forsake one's ancestors and the Confucian
teachings. That was too much for him.

Be sent word to the

father saying that the younger brother was getting truculent
and becoming a traitor of Chinese traditions.

They agreed to

send t-e youn? boy back to China to orevent him from being

influenced by

a

foreign religion.

In I883 Sun arrived in China.

His father, a strict

Confucian, compelled him to accompany the parents to

1,0

to

worship the gods and goddesses in the village temple.

Superficially he had to obey his father's authority, but in
his heart he was getting rebellious.

He began to look upon the

shiny symbols his father compelled him to worship as idols.
He began to reason that the poverty and backwardness in China

were mainly because of people's belief in superstition and the

control of human beings by the imagined good and evil spirits.
The more he thought the more he was urged to do something against
the deep-rooted superstition.

The outburst came soon after his return from Hawaii.
It was at this time that he met

a

Shanghai educated youth, Lu

Hao-tung, who would Ister become an intimate friend of Sun Yatsen and the martyr of the first revolutionary attempt.

The two

youths plotted to do something against the village temple, the

fountain of superstition.

The event was depicted vividly by

one of Sun's biographers who interviewed some of Sun's old

Cantonese-speaking friends:
Animated by the spirit of rebellion against ancient
superstitions, the two youths invited a few companions
to accompany them to the village temple at a time when
There, at one end, were
its guardian would be absent.
the three chief idols, the one in the center being
Buck ^ai, the ^od to whose service Tai Cheong had been
dedicated by his mother. This god had the finger of one
hand upraised, while in the other he grasped a sword.
In order to show defiance of this god and of idolatry
in general, Tai Cheong, the leader, went to the idol
and broke off the upraised finger; he also tried to twist
off t-e he^d, but only succeeded in partly turning it.
Then he went to bh« goddess on the left, and with his
Her name was
knife scraped off the paint from her face.
Keum /-ah, the goddess of flowers, to whom was committed
the care of children.
Some alarm being given, the goddess
on the right, Tin Hau, the queen of Heaven, was not
molested.^
The next morning, when the event was spread throughout the

village,

t

e

village people were outraged.

because of the work of

a

They feared that

foreign-educated devil the gods and

goddesses might seek revenge upon the whole village.
the deities the people demanded Sun

1

s

To appease

father pay for the repair

for the damage and Sun had to leave the village.
In late

1^3

be arrived in Hong Kong.

he entered f.ueen's College.
a

marriage for him.

The next year

Soon after that his parents arranged

His bride was also

a

native of Choy-hung

with little bound feet like most women at that time.

The

temple event seemed to have been forgotten and Sun spent most
of his weekends and holidays in Choy-hung.

k

Ibid., pp. 2k- 2$.

8

It was during this period that the Sino-F'rench War

occurred.

Even though the Manchu. army

worn

several battles in

Annam (Vietnam) and Formosa, the Manchu regime had developed
a

xenophobia complex and eagerly negotiated to give up the

suzerainty of Annam,

The Manchu regime's ridiculous action

Infuriated Sun as well as millions of Chinese and aroused

bitter hatred a~ainst the Manchus.
Sun's study at Queen's College was interrupted in l88£i

when his brother called him to Honolulu to settle the problem
of land tnat had been bought in Sun Yat-sen's name.

coming back to China he spent

a

in Pok Tsai Hospital in Canton.

established

TTong

attached to Alice

After

snort period as an assistant
In 1887 he entered the newly

Kong School of Medicine, an institution
-le-norial

Hospital headed by Dr. James ^antlie.

Sun stayed there f 've years and got

a

diploma to practice

medicine and surgery in 1392.
Sun had begun his political activities in secret

societies even before his graduation.

:>he>n

he opened a drug-

store and began to practice medicine in Macao in 1892, according
to an author,

members. "^

"all nine of his employees were secret society

He spent much of his time in political activities

and most of his earnings to finance them.

le

wrote later in

his biography:

S. Y. Teng, "Dr. Sun Yat-sen and the Chinese Secret
Societies," Studies on Asia, 1963, p. 82.

°

All t^e years between 188? and 1895 were like one day
in my hard fight for national liberty, and my medical
practice was no more to me than a means to introduce
my propaganda to the world.
But the little Portugese colony, where revolutionary activities

could not be investigated by Manchu officials, was not the

place

r or

Sun to stay long; soon Sun found himself forbidden

to practice medicine because he did not have a Portugese diploma.

Sun went to Canton and was joined by Lu Hao-tung to

participate in more political activities.

While still having

some hope in the iianchu regime Sim wrote down his suggestions
to save China, and together the two youths travelled to Tien

Tsin to see Li Hung-chang, the most powerful among the "liberal"
Sun's suggestions, which later became an important

officials.

document in his early political thought, were succinctly

summarized by a biographer:
Sun took as his goal the same 'Rich country, strong
defense which had served as a slogan for Meiji Japan.
TT
e ur^ced four steps: proper employment of human
abilities, of the soil, o^ goods, anc* free circulation
of currency.
Under these headings Sun denounced
traditional learnings as useless, urged new attention
to production techniques and riparian worits, and
suggested the abolition of hot* ersome taxes on -oods
in transit.
Sun capped his argument by pointing out
that Japan, w ich had followed tiese four steps, was
now in a far better position than China, although it
had met the West a good deal later.
1

'

6

Chen and Payne, op. clt. p. 2$,
7

Marius B. Jansen, The Japanese and Sun Vat-sen
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 19SU), PP« 61-62.

10

Pirn's

advice fell on deaf ears and the two \ouths retimed to

Canton dejectedly, losing the last hope in the hopeless regime.
One way remained to solve the problem

— revolution.

Revolutionary Years
Hung Hsiu-chuen, the leader of the Taiplng Hebellion,
still lived on in the people's mind.

Despite his failure,

Hung continued to be admired by Sun as well as many other
Southern Chinese a3
against

a

Chinese hero who fought unsuccessfully

"foreign" Manchu regime.

a

When all the peaceful

means foiled to reform the incorrigible government in Peking,
Sun began to think seriously of armed rebellion.

Taiping Rebellion was

a

good example.

To him the

Once started, a

revolution could get the active support of patriotic people.
From,

now on r>un would spend most of his life in planning and

carrying out armed revolutions.

Shortly after coming back to Canton from Tien Tsin,
Fun 8nd Lu began to plan for a coup.

They planned to attack

t^e yamen (government office) guards and capture the ammunition

and the yamen itself.

From there they hoped to have the support

of the people in Canton and of the discontented Chinese soldiers
in the i'ianchu army.

The revolutionaries began to solicit contributions to

buy weapons and gather comrades from the teeming secret
societies.

Lu Hao-tung even sold his land and his wife's jewels

3

Restarick, op. cit., p.

i|l.

11

to finance the plot.

He also designed toe flag later jsed

as the national flag of the Republic.

Sun and Lu's petition aroused the

'ianchu officials'

suspicion and their activities from then on were spied upon.

Even though the conspirators tried hard to keep everything secret,
t

eir plot was detected shortly before action.

In the

headquarters Lu and four other comrades were arrested and
executed,

-^t

was in 1395

— shortly

after China's defeat in the

Si no- Japanese .;ar.

Vith difficulty Sun escaped to Song Kong and from

there he went to Kobe, Japan.

In Japan he was not safe either,

for the Manchu agents might kidnap hirn and send him back to

China to be executed.

^o escape the detection of Manchu

agents Sun managed to transform himself and get rid of the

typical Chinese features. In 1896 he accounted the event in
the Strand Magazine:
At Kobe, whither I fled from Hong Kong, I took a step of
-reat Importance.
I cut off my queue, which had been
growing all my life, for some days I had not shaved my
head, and I allowed the hair to grow on my upper lip.
Then I went out to a clothier's and bought a suit of

When I was fully dressed I
modern Japanese garments.
looked in the mirror and was astonished--and a ;reat deal
reassured by the transformation. Nature had favored me.
I was darker in complexion than most Chinese, a trait I
nad inherited from my mother, for my father res^nbled
more the regular type.
I have seen it said that I have
Melay blood in my veins, and also that I was born in
I am purely
Honolulu. Both these statements are false.
Chinese, as far as I know; but after the Japanese war,
when the natives of Japan began to be treated with more
respect, I had no trouble, when I let my hair and
I aimit T owe
moustache ?row, in passing for a Japanese.
a great deal to this circumstance, as otherwise I should

—

12
9

not have escaped from many dangerous situations.

Meanwhile Sun's name grew notorious reth.er then famous
in China,

de had been branded "Sun, the Big Gun" for his

articulate modern thinking and his agitations against the

Hanchu regime against bound feet, and against superstition
and ancestor worship.

The nickname gained more and more

popularity until the revolution in 1911.

He and three other

prominent revolution leaders were called the "Four Bandits".
Only after several unsuccessful attempts did most of the
people cease to be antagonistic to Sun and his revolutionary
activities.

On the one hand, the revolutionary activities

were educating people.

On the other hand, the people were

gradually losing faith in the

.'ianchu

regime.

Because of his

unpopularity among the Chinese masses in this early stage of
the revolution and because of the persecution of the Manchu

government, the Sun family discovered that Choy-hung was no
longer a safe place to live in.
a

four-year-old son--Sun

F'o--

In 1896 Sun's mother, wife,

and a little daughter sailed

for Honolulu to join Sun Mei.
Sun did not stay long in Japan.

He ^e^an to think

that the revolution needed the support of overseas Chinese

affluent businessmen as well as patriotic students.

with the

intention of converting more supporters and raising more funds

9

Cited by Chen and Payne, op. cit., p.

35>»
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Sun began his first tour around the world.

Pol lowing his

family, Sun sailel for Honolulu where uhere were many Chinese

immigrants*
In Hawaii Sun made speeches which caused many people

to believe in the revolutionary movement and organized a branch
of Haing Chung Bui (Revive China Society) with approximately
a

^ome of tha members were later called back

hundred members.

to fight in China by their leader--3un Yat-sen.

After six months'

continental America,

stay in Hawaii Sun sailed for

rancisco, liKe Honolulu, the

In San

center of Cantonese immigration, Sun received
and generous contributions.

a

big welcome

He continued to tour the continent,

making speeches in hi; cities.

5ut, at tha same time, he had

to pay much attention to his own safety, for he had heard that

some Manchu

a -ents

were seeking him.

In September, I896, he crossed the Atlantic from New

York to London.

But soon after his arrival he was to meet the

greatest danger In his life. "Sun's own account of this
adventure, entitled kidnapped in London, reads like
thriller.'

a

detective

The following is the story in his own words*.

I was walking down Devonshire Street on my way to
church, when a Chinese met me and asked whether I was a
I told him, and he said he was
Chinese or a Japanese.
a Cantonese too.
Conversing in Punti as we walked along
'L'hey pressed me to
we met another Chinese.
o to their

10
.Norman D. I'aLrner, "Makers of lodern China ITT, "nther
of the Hepublic: Sun Yat-sen," Current liistory , Xv (October,
191+3), p. 195.

H
1U

lodging and have a smoke. T demurred as I said I was
to -neet Dr« Cantlla at church*
We met another Chinese
and the f^rst one left us.
.hen we were near the door
Of a house, which door was open, one on each side
compelled me to enter the house. I suspected nothing
but when I was Inside the door was shut and locked, all
at once it flashed over me that I was in the Chinese
Legation.
The Legation people had been informed from Washington
and they had been watching for me.
They sent to
Dr. Csntlie's house for my papers, but he would not give
them up in my absence, and if chey had received them,
there would have been many executions in China for all
the names of the Society were on them.
iir Halliday
/icoartney was my chief inquisitor and he told me that a
berth had been engaged to take me to China and that I
was to be hidden until the ship sailed.
I was locked in a room under strict surveillance for
twelve days, awaiting my transportation on board snip,
as a lunatic, back to China, and I should never have
escaped, had not my old friend, Dr. Cantlie, been then
living in London. To him I managed after many failures
to get through a message.
Whlle being held Sun desperately attempted to bribe anyone to

carry the message of kidnap to Dr. Cantlie by throwing out notes
wrapped with money which he always carried with him.
a

note wit

i

finally

the following words was picked up by an English

servant:
I was kidnapped into the Chinese Legation on Sunday and
shall be smuggled out from England to China for death.
Pray rescue me quick? A ship is already chartered by the
C. L. for the service to take me to China and I shall be
locked up all t
way without co-rrmunicat ion to anybody.

01

Woe to

Tie

1
I

11

i<estarick, op. cit., p.

$1.

12

Cited by 4sl-chi Chen, Sun Yat-sen before the
Establishment of Tung Meng lui (China: Kwangtung People's Press,
1957), p. viii.
?

15

The following morning Dp. Cantlie received

a

letter with the

following message:
There is a friend of yours Imprisoned in the Chinese
legation here since last Sunday; they intend sending him
out to China, where it is certain t ey will hang him.
It is very sad for the poor man, and unless something is
done at once he will be ta-cen away and no one will know
I dare not ilgn my name, but this is the truth, so
it.
Whatever you do must be done at once,
believe what I say.
or it will be too late.
His name is, I believe, Sin Yin
Sen. 1 3
Or.

Cantlie lost no time in rescuing his protege.

St

informed government officials, the Scotland Yard and reporters,
and hired some detectives to watch the legation building.

next day onlookers and reporters be

Chinese Legation.

T

,an

The

to gather outside the

The Chinese Legation, seeing no hope to

smuggle out Sun, finally released him after twelve days'

retention.
Now Sun Yat-sen emer:ed as

detriment of the

iVi

anchu regime.

government to kidnap

a

a

world famous man to the

The tactics utilized by the

political opponent enraged many people.

On the contrary, in the minds of those people, Sun became

revolutionary hero, who was trying to overthrow
government.

a

a

corrupt

The event was more effective in changing the minds

of the apathetic Chinese as well es foreigners,

t-

an any of

Sun's eloquent speeches.
While he was gaining an international reputation, Sun
was having little progress in his revolution.

Later he would

13

Citei by Chen and Payne, op. cit., p.

l\3»

16

confess:

The jears between 1895 and 1900 were the most difficult
time in the progress of the revolution.
Since I hove failed,
the hold on China, my personal work, the position of
further operations, and the foundation of revolution
built during more than ten years, have all disappeared.
Propaganda overseas was without any effect.
Just at this
time there ?rew up the pro-monarchist party, wnich worked
for the enemy.
Its opposition to revolution and
republicanism was greater than that of the Manchu
government. At this time the prospect of revolution was
dark beyond comparison, and nearly all hope was lost. ^4
But Sun did not waste his time.

He spent most of his

time in the British Museum studying diplomacy, law, mining

agriculture, animal husbandry, mechanics, politics and
economics.

Among these Sun paid most attention to the study

of social sciences.

Sun's former education in Hawaii, Hong

Kong and Canton mainly concerned pure science and other applied
science courses.

After all the revolutionary years, he began

to realize that China's backwardness was not solely because
of the corrupt Manchu regime.

To reform China, besides over-

throwing the Manchu regime, many social, political, and economic
problems must also be solved.

The establishment of a Utopian

republic in China could not alone save China.

It was during

this period that Sun began to form his Three Principles of the

People.

Thus far Sun had been emphasizing Chinese nationalism,

Ibid., p. US.
15

Hsi-Chi Chen, op. cit., p.

I|0.

17

whic>~>

he used against the Manchu regime and the forei

*n

imperialists. During this period he developed his second
(Democracy) and third (People's Livelihood) Principles.

studied Montesouieu
and balances.

1

s

He

theory of separation of power and checks
Jnited

He also studied the democracies of the

states, Br' tain, France and Switzerland.

He found the Western

"three power" constitutions inadequate, and, by adding two
old Chinese institutions, he created the "five power"

constitution.
Sun formed his theory of "People's Livelihood" from
socialist theories.

For

t

is he had

apparently studied

Marx and was greatly influenced by Das Kapltal .
years later he would say:

;arl

Fourteen

"There was a German called Marx who

studied thoroughly the problem of capitalism for nearly thirty
years, and wrote a book called Das Kapltal which fully

expounded the trvth and systematized the former undisciplined
Now the students of society can have something to

theories.

depend on and do not have to resort to crude and radical

opinions." 1

But Sun did not think that the Marxian theory

could be used in China.

Instead, to prevent the future evils

of capitalism in t-hina, he considered Henry George's theory
of land control by the government mo.st appropriate.

In short,

he wanted a half-Chinese, half-Western socialism to be carried

out in China.

16

Ibid., op. clt., p. U2.
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After staying in London for several months Sun toured

continental Europe,

There he made speeches and converted some

Chinese students who were studying in France and Germany.

From Paris he sailed for Singapore, Japan and the United States,

making speeches and raising funds for the second revolutionary
attempt.

Meanwhile the deteriorating situation in China gave
Sun

big opportunity.

a

In Peking the conflicts between

foreigners and the superstitious Boxers, who claimed that no
bullets could

n;o

through their bodies, were widened.

The

aging Empress Dowager, had in 1899 imprisoned her impotent

ruling grandson, captured and executed many of Rang Yu-wei and
Liang Chi-chao's followers in the "Hundred-day Reform,"

Now

she was ea^er to find a chance to revenge all the evils and

humiliations caused by foreiapiers.

The Boxers'

slogans like

"Protect the Ching (Manchu) Dynasty, destroy the barbarians

(Westerners)" fascinated her and enticed her clandestine support
and encouragement,

when the Boxers be^an to ransack foreign

legations and mirder foreigners in the summer of 1900, the

united troops of ei^ht foreign powers came upon Peking, looted
and burned the beautiful capital while Empress Dowager escaped
to the interior.

Sun planned to use tie confusion in the North to strike
'..aichow,

made

a

a

seaport about

a

hundred miles north of Canton,

He

contract with the Japanese government to buy munitions

and weapons,

'while the

revolutionaries waited in Canton, Sun

19

continued to solicit funds outside of China.

He also printed

paper money which he promised to redeem upon the success of
the revolution.

!

^ut

his plans and efforts were rendered

futile by two unfortunate events.

The government in Japan,

with which Sun had an arrangement , fell shortly before Sun's
The new government cancelled the

planned date to strike.
contract.

When Sun landed in Hong Kong he was also closely

watched by the Hong Kong authorities who had been warned by
the Wanchu government.

While trying to avoid attention much

precious time was lost and the order to disperse the

revolutionaries was delayed.
rise and strike.

Manchu troops,
disperse.

Tie,)

1

'.vhen

The detachment in 'v.aichow did

fought half

a

month and held back many

their munitions ran out they had to

The battle changed the people's attitude and gave

Sun tremendous encouragement.

After the failure Sun again made
world,

a rain

a

tour around the

accusing the Manchu regime of corruption end

atrocity and arguing that the only way to save China was the
overthrow of the

-"ianchu

republic.

is tine the

But

t

regime and the establishment of

a

\ang-Liang croups who were

expelled by the Empress ^owa^or after the "Hundred-day reform"
were powerful in many overseas Chinese communities.

In order

to attract more followers for his cause Sun had to battle the

Kang- Liang theory of constitutional monarchy.

To the

the best way to save China was the creation of

a

under the

lanchu emperor.

.>.ef

ormists

constitution

But to Sun the .'-anchu re -ime was

20

beyond any hope of reform.
Sun went to Japan and then arrived In Honolulu in
1903.

After staying there for six months he, trying to avoid

the exclusion of foreigners'

entry under the new policy, signed

the ^ollowinr document:
I, Sun Yat-sen being first duly sworn, depose and
say that to the best of my knowledge and belief I was
born at '.r'aimonu, Lwa, Oahu, on the twentyfourth day of
December, A.S. 1870; that I am a physician, practicing
at present at Kula, Island of Maui; that I make my home
in said v "uls; that my father, Sun Tet 3 ung, went to
Chins about I87U and died there about ei^ht years later;
that this affidavit is msde for the purpose of
Identifying myself and as a further proof of Hawaiian
birth; that the photograph attached is a good likeness
of me at this time,

Sun Yat-sen
In April

1901j.

17

Sun arrived in San Francisco and made

speaking tour across the continent to New York.

a

It was during

this period that he began to be influenced by Lincoln's idea
of "government of the people, by the people and for the people."

The later triple division of his political thought, nationalism
{of the people), people's sovereignty (by the people), and

people's livelihood (for the people), was apparently modeled on
Lincoln'

idea.

s

From
Europe*

"
:

e

i

v

!ew

v ork Sun sailed for London and continental

held conventions in Brussels, "erlin and Paris.

This time he attracted more students.

The young, progressive

17

Cited by Chen and Payne, op. cit., p. 66.
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followers rave new blood to the revolutionary cause.

Prom i'urope ^un went to Japan In July 190^.
inaugurated the first chapter of Tung

enn;

Hul

There he

(Chinese

jlutionary Alliance) which later evolved into tfuomintang
(Chinese Nationalist People's

attended by students

ft

r arty).

The meetings were

well as scholars who would l8ter

a

become prominent figures in the

republican era.

->ix

principles were also adopted, some of which later continued
to be the policies of the Republican government:
The overthrow of the present government.
establishment of a republican government.

1.
2.

I he

Maintenance of world peace.
Nationalization of the land.
Promotion of friendship between the Japanese and
Chinese peoples.
Requests^"_to foreign countries to support tne work of
reform.

3.
1|.

5.

6.

Meanwhile °un wss planning another coup.
1907, he struck near Tonkin Gulf.
out.

In October,

Again the ammunition ran

While other revolutionaries withdrew to Vietnam, Sun had

to escape disguised as

a

beggar.

T
.

ith 750,000 Mexican silver

dollars on his head he had to be cereful.

Before the imprisoned

!

mperor Kuang

:<su

and the

despotic Empress Dowager diel in November, 1908 Sun had led
seven unsuccessful revolutionary attempts, all In the area near
Canton.
The death of the -mpress ->owager and the ascendancy of

18

Ibid., p. 72.
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the puppet child £mperor Pu Yi gave the Reformists a

rood

The Reformists had been very active since the

opportunity.
Sino- Japanese

'ar of

190)|-£.

The victory of a tiny

constitutional Japanese monarchy over

a

gigantic despotic

Chinese monarchy greatly encouraged the Reformists to promote
a

Japanese-style constitution in China.

Since the E.mpre3s

Dovag«r was unwilling to give up any bit of her absolute power,

nothing much had been achieved.

After the Empress Dowager's

death fie new Ksaohu rulers beg- n to yield, though reluctantly,
to the Reformists who were gaining momentum among the masses.

The 4anchua promised to adopt a constitution in nine years which

was reluctantly shortened to six years.

But when there was no

choice, the Msnchus had to set up, shortly before the 1911

revolution,

a

responsible cabinet whose members

x^ere

preponderantly the Manchu aristocrats.
From the very beginning of the constitutional movement
Sun realized that the movement as well as

Manchu regime was

a

farce.

promise by the

t':e

He reasoned:

It is absolutely Impossible for the Manchus to reform
the country, because reformation means detriment to them...
The Manchu -hnasty may be likened to a collapsing house;
the whole structure is thoroughly rotten to its very
foundation. • ,*°

He staunchly believed that the regime was hopeless and that the

only hope for China was the establishment of

19

Cited by Palmer, op. clt., p. 196.

a

republic.

-ith

23

this conviction 5n mini Sun continued to struggle for his
o;ool,

despite numerous frustrations and failures.

After the seventh unsuccessful attempt °un was again

preparing for more.

>e

was having his third tour around the

world while directing two more unsuccessful attempts in Canton
in early 1910 and early 1911.

From Singapore he went to

Japan, then to the United States,

^hile in the -nited States

he heard the news that revolution had broken out in Wuchang,

central China.

In New York he received a cable from China,

asking him to return to China immediately.

During his brief

stay in New York he made several speeches, soliciting support
for the new Republic.

From New York he sailed for London.

In London he received another cable from China telling him that
he was elected the President of the Republic of China.

From

London Sua went to Europe, acquiring more supporters for the

Republican cause.
Triumph, Frustrations and Untimely Death
Sun arrived in Shanghai in December, 1911*

Instead

of hiding himself, this time Sun drew big cheering crowds and

saluting guns.
a hero.

Instead of being called

a

"bandit", he w»s now

A new China was born and Sun Yat-sen Wc

s

tie founder

of the republic.

The representatives of all tne provinces tost had

declared their independence from

t

e

Manchu regime assembled in

Nanking an ^ formally elected Sun Provisional President.
Yuan-hung, who led the uprising in Wuchang, was elected

Li

s

2U

Provisional Vice-President.

On January 1, 1912 Sun was

inaugurated Provisional President of the Republic of China.

20

Meanwhile North China was still under the control of
the Manchu government

.

VJhen the

Manchus realized the

hopelessness o^ the situation as well as their dynasty

t..ey

began to remember Yuan 3hih-kai who was deorived of military
power shortly before.

A cunning warlord and an ambitious

soldier, Yuan had contributed

falling Manchu Dynasty.

a

lot to the stability of the

Shortly before the

190lj.-5

Sino-

Japanese War the Hanchus sent Yuan to stabilize the

deteriorating situation in Korea and train
Korean

government.

a

new army for the

Despite the ultimate defeat of the ^anchu

army and navy in the Sino-Japanese conflict in Korea, Yuan'

achievements in Korea made the ^anchu officials consider Yuan
a

younpr,

able officer.

During the Boxer Uprising in 1900 Yuan

saw the futility of the superstitious and chauvinistic Boxers,
a^d tr*ed to suppress them in his domain in Shan^tung.

when

the uprising va« over, not only the ^anchus thanked him but

also foreigners appreciated his farsightedness.
The

tftlMhu

government asked Yuan to head the newly

established cabinet and commissioned him to control the armed
forces in order to deal with the Republic in the South.

Instead

20
Li Chien-nung, The Chinese Political history of the
Last Hundred Years (Taipei! The Commercial Press, 1959),
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of staying loyal to the Konohu regime, he used his power to

realize his own ambition.

He made a secret deal with the

South to remove the Manchu regime.

To the -ianchus he said that

there was no more hope for their dynasty and that the only way
to keep

t'-teir

lives, properties, and prestige, was the

abdication of the .Emperor .

The Manchus also saw the futility

of further itrugglo, and the baby Emperor abdicated on

ebruary

12, 1911.

For the South, Yuan'

strategy was to keep a neutral

s

position between the Emperor snd the Republic.

He hinted to

the South that he could depose the Emperor if he were made the

President of the Republic •

i/hen

Sun was inaugurated Provisional

President Yuan cabled the gOTOTOKnont of the South opposing the

establishment of

a

republican ^nvernnent in China.

Sun realized Yuan's unreliability.
internal peace and establish

a

Put to achieve

republic Sun saw no way out but

give up his Presidency to satisfy the ambition of iuan, who was
in control of a strong army. After Yuan had promised to have

his capital in Nankin-' instead of Poking where he had strong

support and keep the republican form of government,
on February

Emperor.

ll| ,

i>m

resigned

two days after the abdication of the lost Manchu

The National Assembly in .'lanking elected Yuan to the

Presidency.
But xuan, despite his promise, wss unwilling to leave

his nest in Poking*
he would only be

a

!

e

knew if he became the President in ^ankin

figurehead and impotent.

His ambition was

;,

26

more than that*

T

e

ordered his soldiers to make chaos in

Peking and told the national Assembly in Nanking that for
the safety of

Peking «

On

eking and North

c hina

he could not leave

larch 10, Yuan was Inaugurated Provisional

President in Peking.

The National Assembly saw no reason to

remain in banking while the President was in Peking, and voted
to move to Peking.

21

Now that Sun had rid himself of his political duties,
he had the intention to contribute to the country as
I

a

civilian.

or a long time he had believed that China needed a railway

networx more than anything else in the process of modernization.

Immediately after his resignation Sun set up the Bureau of
lailway Development in Shanghai and he
:eneral o° t-e bureau.
in Peking,

be-

came the Direct or-

In this period he also Bads speeches

talking about his hope for the Republic and his

plans to rebuild China.

But soon Yuan's conspiracy began to be seen.

On "<arch

20, Sung Chiao-jen, a Kuomintang leader in the National Assembly

and

a

staunch supporter of cabinet

in Shanghai.

:overnment, was assassinated

As no assassin was caught, most people believed

Yuan to be the plotter.

In April, in order to increase his

military power, Yuan negotiated with the Five-Power Consortium
for

a

loan of

75,000,000.

The loan was negotiated without the

21
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knowledge of the National Assembly,

"pon learning the fnct,

the supreme legislature voted to void it, but Yuan was

Re used the money to buy weapons from the '^rupps,

Indifferent.

instead cf working for Internal improvement

be^an to be disillusioned by Yuan'
^un, now

a

s

.'

Nov;

the people

regime.

civilian, could do nothing; but entreat the

foreign powers to stop paying Yuan and accuse Yuen as

a

tyrant.

On the other hand, Yuan, con c iierin~ Sun an obstacle for his

ambition, wanted bo
secret oolice,

'

;et

rid of him.

Being pursued by the
Upon his

un etc aped from Peking to Ranking*

arrival at home be discovered that the house had just been
searched and his wife questioned*

•*

Again, Sun had to leave

the Republic he had treated and hecame a political exile,

^arly in 1913 he sailed ^or Japan to start hi3 uneven career
for tha "Second Revolution", while his position of Director-

general in Shanghai was taken away from him.
In Peking, Yuan was vigorously plotting to become an

emperor.

He had his lackeys organize the so-called "Restore

Monarchy Petition "roup".

He dissolved the majority ''.uomintang,

and finally in early I9U4., suspended the National

A..-,seibly.

In domestic affairs Yuan was omnipotent and dictatorial.

But in foreign affairs he was Impotent and lastarl.
)

far X

.nen

broke out Japan attacked and captured Chiao-chou

22
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pp.
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Gulf,

e

German colony in China.

Japan refused to give up the

land despite China's effort to regain it.

Not only that, but

right after the event, Japan handed Yuan the notorious TwentyOne Demands, dealing with ^hangtung Peninsula, Manchuria and

othor territorial privileges in China, which would humiliate
China and ca-ose her to be Japan' 1 semi-colony, ^eing eager to

become an emperor which on January 1, 1916 he claimed himself
to be Yuan accepted all the Twenty-One

P—anda«

Kaannhlla sporadic resistance against iuan's attempt
to restore China to monarchy broke out.

Yuan'

the Twenty-One Demands angered many people.

s

submission to

Sun declared his

resolution to bring down Yuan's illegal regime while
revolutionaries male an abortive attempt to capture the
Shanghai arsenal.

In the South, General Tsai Ao raised a

powerful army and began armed conflict with Yuan's forces.
Soon some provinces began to declare independence.

Yuan,

under great pressure, had to renounce the monarchy and on March
22, he restored the Republic.

were resolved to overthrow him.

But this time his opponents

On June 6 Yuan, frustrated

and defeated, died a melancholy death, and the Presidency was

resumed by Li Yuan-hung, the Vice-President.

From this time

on until the end of iluomintang' I Northern Expedition, North

China was undar tha control of selfish end militaristic warlords.
During his civilian years in Shanghai, Sun had a young

American-educated secretary, Eling Soong.
was married to B«

'.

When

1

ling Soong

ung, her younger sister, Chin-ling,

29

succeeded to her position.

Soon Sun fell in love with the

charming, American-educated lady,

revolutionary leader.
children,

a

elso adored the

Sun divorced his wife who now had three

boy and two g^rls, and secretly married Chin-ling

DOng in Japan.

'

vjho

~^

^hen the secret brcnme known his enemies as

well as friends began to attack him as immoral and uncir stian,
*

t*ou7h many continued to follow his leadership in behalf of
t

e

unfinished revolution.
When Yuan suspended tie National Assembly the Southern

Assemblymen escaped to the South.
a

tfhen Sun

managed to set up

military government in Canton in August, 1917 > and was elected

generalissimo by the Assemblymen, he hoped that the military
-overnment could be
in China.

a

tool to fight for the republican cause

But, since the government nad no territory and no

army and was not supported by any foreign power, Sun soon found
it difficult to continue.

;ie

resigned and went to Shanghai

where he wrote the program of National Reconstruction
In late 1920, Chen Chiung-ming, one of

->

was powerful enough to capture Kwangtung Province.
to Canton, 3et up

a

National Assembly.

.

U n's followers,

Sun returned

government and was elected President by the
Soon Sun began to olan for

a

military

expedition against the Northern warlords who were fighting against

2k

Imer Clark, The Chiangs of China (New York:
Abin-'den, 1939), pp.

>7^PT
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one another moat of the time, and did succeed In several

expeditions in the nearby areas,

but in June, 1922, Chen

Chiun?*-ming turned his guns against Sun, and Sun had to escape

through ^ong Kong to Shanghai.
ebruary, 1923, Sun returned to Canton after Chen

In

Chiung-aing was expelled.
the "orth.

.'hen

lie

-was

a^ain planning to conquer

the Western colonial powers which considered

the government in Peking tie only legitimate one, refused to

not e<;en allowing bin to h&ve the customs taxe3 in

'an,

the South, Sun began to turn to Russia for help and for

revolutionary guidance.

It was in this period that he be^an

to lean toward comrnvnism and interviewed the Soviet envoys.

In preperation for setting up a military institution to train

soldiers Sun sent Chiang K.ai-shek to Moscow.
/v'hampao

as its head.

to China

In June, 192I+,

Military Academy was established with Chiang Kai-shek

1

s

Later zbe Academy was to contribute tremendously

unification by force.

Whil« Sun was prospering in the South and winning some

battles in the contacts with the forces of the warlords, he
did not

-jive

de had been
a

up the hope for a peaceful unification of China.

communicating with the government in Peking for

conference and was invited to go to Peking 83

envoy.

a

Southern

In November, 192ij, Sua left Canton for Peking.

He

fell sick on his way, and upon arrival in Feeing was sent to
the missionary Peking Union Medical College. There
...he wa3 operated upon by Dr. Adrian Taylor, a former

31

missionary and head of the Department of Surferit was disoorered beyond all doubt that the disease was
ihea the
cancer--the liver was hard lilce a stone.
wound was eloaed f a treatment of ultraviolet rays was
employed as a last resort, but on 'ebruary 13, wnen
ply all hope was abandoned, he w?s removed to
Wellington £oo' s Chinese home.. .There he spent his
;;

last days. 2^

When it became apparent that Sun had no chance for
recovery, his follow

Chin-wci,

a

I

him to give his will.

prominent « scholarly revolutionary, and

Wang
a

staunch

follower of Sun, Mai as^ed to make the following draft:
Forty yearn I have devoted myself to the cause
of the National devolution, the object of which is to
raise China to a position of independence and ecmality
amonfz the nations).
The experience of these forty
years has eonrlnoed ie that, to attain this -?oal, the
people must be aroused and that we must associate
ourselves in a common itmggle with all the peoples of
the world who treat us as equals.
The Revolution i? not yet finished*
Let all our
comrades follow (the principles and methods set forth in)
my writings | the Plant of Rational Reconstruction, the
Fundamentals of National Reconstruction, the Three
Principles of the People* and the Manifesto, Issued oy
the First Notional Convention of our Party, and continue
to naks every effort to curry them into effect.
Above
all, my recent declarations In favor of holding a
national Convention of the People of China and abolishing
the unequal treaties should be carried into effect as
soon as possible.
This is my last will snd testament.
pL
March 11, 192£
un .en
(

I

/hen it was resd to him, Sun nodded with agreement.

A few

Chen and Payne, op. clt., p. 2l£.
26
Art'.
ombe, The Chinese devolution, a Phase
in the defeneration of a ^'orli~Power (Cer.brl H >e
Massachusetts:
Harvard University D -?3s, 1930), o. 3^1.
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later, on March 12, 192£, Sun died while mutter!

"Pence..."

la* ••Save China."

r

Comment of Sgg^S

hi Te

Sun Yat-sen wes the product of the old Chinese

traditions, but he wes also tha creator of the new or^er in
China.

In his family Sun was the only one that wes critical

of the outmoded traditions,

His father, motner and elder

brother who had much influence on the revolution leader were
all old-styled Chinese and d:*e-hard traditionalists*

these circumstances Sun emerged as

a

7;

ut in

revolutionary, Iconoclast,

and reformer.

With his background and training Sua

as abroi
iifi

.

t

Bur

its

rs

Ufa

able to hare a comfortabls ind peaceful

been

in China as well

llowad & turbulant

ip

TT

in order to pursue his aspirations.

svaouatlon to Hawaii, was allc

5s
r

o

mother | p.fter
taidl

*0h(

Tai Cheongi Uhy did you not live peaceably in Choy-hung

instead of slaking all thii disturbance?"

'

Under this family

influence Sua had an admirable determination to rebel against
the deep-rooted beliefs.
a

It wes fortunate for Chins to have

determined revoliition leader like Sun who vaa s due ated abroad

8nd totally modernized.

27
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Sun was ambitious; he was ambitious for the future of
China.

But, one mi^ht ask, had he been struggling all those

years for his own personal ambition like Yuan Shih-

Apparently the answer is

a

negative one.

''hen

I

Sun gavs up

his Presidency, the fruit of his strugj le for fifteen years,
he apparently had

a

goal higher than personal ambition in mind.

What he had in mind was peace, unity and reform in China*

He

was a contrast to thi warlords who possessed armies f und occupied

territories to realize their personal ambitions.

If Sun were

personally ambitious, he would have tried to keep

t

he had acquired no matter what happened.

up his Presidency and nominated Yuan to be

m position

lhe fact that hs
a

T

vc

President of the

republic showed his magnanimity and unselfishness.

Bs

i

(ht

have been naive in trying to prod an unscrupulous military man
to rule a newly established Republic* but his motive

v/as

beyond

doubt a good one.
As to his resignation in behalf of Yuan, was it wise?

Sun thought so.
relied on, but

he reasoned:
I

"True, Yuan Shih-kai cannot be

want to use him bo uproot the Samohu

of more than 260 years.

t

itocracy

It is wiser than using ben thousand

troops."-' *ut if Yuan should do evil things? Sun's answer
"Should Yuan follow the Manohtts bo

lo

evils,

hi

was*.

can easily be

Cited by F.uan^ Chi-lu, "Sun Yat-scn's diplomatic
Decisions,
i o err a ph 1 c a 1 hi t e r a bur e (Chineae bext, published
in Formosa) « January, 19^6, p. 2 r>,
T

''

<

3U

toppled, because nil base Is not so stable as before,
wise or not, Yuan'

more confused.

ascendancy Mad* the situation in China

But, if Sun had not yielded, would the situation

have been better

onld there have been civil war and more

Or could Sun have beaten Yuen, have unified China

confusion'.t^ith

s

force, and have established

a

republic'.'

These are the

questions that are still puzzling historians today.

Another illustration of

-iun's

unselfishness was shown

1n his refusal to satisfy his brother's personal ambition.
WTien

Sun became the President of the government in Canton, his

brother who spent most of his fortune in financing Sun's
revolutionary activities wanted to have the governorship of

Kw&ngtung Province as the reward for his enterprise.

But Sun

refused, reasoning tnat tae businessman brother had no ability
to be a governor.

had to

:ive

when the brother wanted his money

bacn:

Sun

him <^20,0u0, considered the return ol tae loan to

the uepublic.

Sun's unselfishness was a salient contrast to

the preceding and succeeding rulers whose nepotism was notorious.
The Reverend Teiichi Hori, who had some contacts with

Sun In Honolulu and Yokohama, Japan, commented that he had

a

high opinion of Sun who was sincere, able and devoted to his
cause. 3^

Throughout his revolutionary career ^un trusted his
29

Tbid.
30

Kestarictt, op. cit., p.
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eolleeguea end followers and was never betrayed except by
Chen Ch lung-win 1

his revolutionary activities he made
in

Despits hla integrity,

rebellion in Canton*

Machiavellian in some instances.

10

a

To facilitate

fradulent birta certificate

To finance the revolution he princed paper money.

Bavell.

Rut always in his mind there was

a

higher

deviated from his ^oal--to pull down

establish a republic in China,

i'he

a

-goal,

and he n?ver

corrupt regime

ind

goal justified all necessary

means.
One thing that remains unjustified and dieputed is his

marria

re

to Soong Chin-ling,

i'o

the young Idealietio

rollovers

err lege proved that Sun, a genuine revolutionary, fought
set everything trad^ t i one 1-- including a traditional vife.

Put to the moralistic people and the Christian Fundament alieti
Sub's marriage was unforgivable.
As to his revolutionary efforts, one mi >ht ask, despite

lution,

his goal, his perseverance and determinatl M
t

any influence on the revolution of 1911"

revolution was unplanned by Sun or his foil. vers.
spontaneous uorising and when it occured Sun

iraa

'

-'he

!

It was

1911
a

still 8broad.

Nevertheless, Sun's ten unsuccessful attempts did succeed In
arousing people's anti-ttancbu sentiment.

La

leoomd attempt

nt Wsichow failed in 1900 Sun noticed the gradual change in

people's mind.

Later he ws? to

ss,,:

after the <aichow failure I noticed the difference in
of ore that T was
Bl e
ainda of those Chinese people.
considered a traitor.
Vilifications against me never

36

stopped. . .and no one dared to be my friend*
after that
B ne prtd many be zan to regret my
failure,
fha difference pp
now
my fellow cou.nilly waken up from their
Illusion,**
Tn

1910 while soliciting funds and reoruitin

the united States for another attempt*

success that he expected! pa op la

is

followers la

^&s so confidant of

t(

.

wherever and whenever he attempted an uprising*
fighters were Sun's followers
in Wuchang in 1911.

,

rily

Soma of the

armed revolt broke out

In fact, after fifteen ye era

un bad so many followers and gained so

1

efforts,

many people for the

Republican cause, that be became the most eminent revolutionary
leader in China.

is the

A'his

reason that Sun uai

immediately

recalled back to China to lead the triumphant revolutionariaa.
At any rate Sim 3fat-aen was

great revolutionary

Beeauaa of his efforts, a republic was established in
China.

He had succeeded in waking up the

earned himself

a

leaping lion.

place in the history of China.
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Ha i- Chi Chen, op. clt., ?p, 66-67.

And

g

CHAPTER

II

POLITICAL THOUGHT

On his deathbed Sun left his will with the advice:
"The work of the devolution is not yet done.

Let all our

comrades follow my Program of National Reconstruction ,

Fundamentals of National Heconstructlon , Three Principles of
the People , and the fCuomintang Manifesto, and strive on

earnestly for their consummation..." In this will ^un had
indicated all his writings which would later become the basis
of the Republic's national policy.

The Three Principles of the People

Among Sun's voluminous writings, San Mln Chu

I_

(Three Principles of the People) remains the most important.
Owin/3 to his unstable

revolutionary life, Sun took a Ion

period to complete the work.

In the book he said:

...Part one, The Principle of Nationalism, had already
gone to press; the other two parts on democracy and
livelihood were almost completed while the general line
of thought and method of approach in the other parts had
already been mapped out. I was waiting, for some spare
time in which I mirrht take up my pen and, without much
further research, proceed with the writing.
Just as I
was contemplating the compli Ion and publication of the
book, Chen Chiun^-min^ unexpectedly revolted... ly notes
and manuscripts which represented the mental labor of
years nnd hundreds of foreign books which I hod collected
p
er reference were all leatroyed by fire.
It was a
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Later when Chen was defeated and Sun returned to be the leader
in the Canton government, he found that he had time to deliver

one lect

ire

a

week,

'i'he

stenographic reports of the lectures

were compiled and published under the title San Mln Chu

March,

192l|.

1^

in

Originally Sun planned to deliver six lectures

on each of the three principles.

But, because of his peace

conference with the Peking ^overn^ient, he delivered only four
lectures in his Third Principle.

2

Today, the book has sixteen

lectures instead of eighteen as Sun had planned.

Nationalism
After beina; encased in the early political agitations
Sun be^an to realize the importance of nationalism.

If the

Han people, the main ethnic group among the Chinese races, had

national consciousness, Sun thought, the Manchu dynasty could
easily be overthrown and colonial powers easily expelled.

In

the early stages of his revolutionary career he emphasized the

superiority of Han people over the other races in China.

But

when the Republic was established he be^an to stress the need
for unity and cooperation of the five major races in China.

1

Sun Yat-sen, San Mjn ^hu I_, trans. Frank W. Price
(Chungking, China: Ministry of Inf -mation of the Republic of
China, 191+3), p. xi.
2

Another argument for Sun's discontinuing the lectures
was that the Soviet advisers were against Sun's criticisms of
Marxism in his first two lectures on Socialism and urged him to
See Arthur Holcombe, The Chinese devolution
stop the lectures.
(Cambridge: Harvard University 1930) $ P« 1Ud»

3
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Among

t

the other two.

e

three principles, Sun put Nationalism before

To Sun, to build

a

consolidated Chinese

Republic, the nationalism of Chinese people must first be

Nationalism was

aroused,

a

necessary tool to build the Republic.

Only after the establishment of the Republic could the Second
(Democracy) and the Third (Socialism or People's Livelihood)

Principles be realized.
Sun's lectures on Nationalism started with his explanA race could form

ation of the difference of race and nation,

several nations wrile a nation could have several races.

Anglo-Saxon race had two big nations in the world.

The

But inside

the British Empire there were many races.

Sun divided human beings, according to their colors,
Into five major races:

white, black, red, yellow and brown.

The Chinese belonged to the yellow races which included

Mongols, Malays, Japanese and Manchus.

There were four factors

blood kinship,

that contributed to the racial differences:

common language, common livelihood, common religion and common
^aped on these Sectors China was

customs.

Chinese

a

race.

a

nation and

t

e

In Sun's own words:

The Chinese race totals four hundred million people; of
mint-led races there are only a few million Mongolians,
a million or so ,f anchus, a few million Tibetans, and over
a million Mohammedan Turks.
These alien races do not
number altogether more than ten million, so that, for the
most part, the Chinese people are of the Han or Chinese
race witn common blood, corrvnon language, common religion,
and common customs a single, pure race.

—

3

Sun Yat-sen, op, cit,, pp, 11-12.

ko

Fven though the Chinese were
was still one

bio;

trouble

— lack

a

homogeneous race, there

of unity.

Like "a sheet of

loose sand", Chinese were more loyal to the semi-autonomous

families and clans than to the state.

Lack of unity made the

country weak and divided.

Another danger that remained for China was population
While the populations of strong po^^ers like Britain,

stagnation.

Germany and America were increasing, the

Japan, Russia,

population in China had stopped increasing or even decreased,
because of wars, ^amines and living conditions.

A mori g the

imperialist countries Prance alone was "suffering from too small
a

population, all because of

France's example should be

a

t'

e

poisonous Malthusian theory."^

-

warning to China, Sun argued.

Instead of birth control which was pernicious to China, Sun

insisted that China should encourage population growth.
Sun devoted his second lecture to review China's status
The Chinese, thank

at that time.

prolific".

^lod,

had been "extremely

Because of the population advantage, China had

finally engulfed two foreign dynasties
assimilated their minority races,

— Mongol

and Manchu, and

for the past the Chinese had

triumphed, Sun said, but for the present they were encountering
a

much greater danger.
Sun worried about the future of China.

He reasoned that,

according to the theory of natural selection, only the fittest

h

Ibid.

,

p.

2S.

Itl

If China did not struggle today, she would

would survive.

not be able to survive, for what she fnced was not only the

disadvantage of the Great Powers

1

increasing populations which

would somedsy wipe out the Chinese race, but also political
and economical dominations by the Great Powers,

To Sun the

situation was more dangerous than the rules of tne Mongol! and
the -^anchus.

Politically polking the

're at

Powers had taken

territories, sea-ports and occupied the "spheres of influence,"
and damaged morality and self-confidence of the Chinese people

by unequal treaties and the principle of extraterritoriality,

Economically the Great Powers used their gunboats to make trade
with the Chinese.

They took raw materials from China, and

through the foreign-controlled customs, dumped manufactured
goods on the Chinese market and made ^reat profits,

^11 these

economic agressions were intangible, but they were more
dangerous.

•'hey

gradually sapped China's economic base.

The

political economic domination by foreign powers made China a

"hypo-colony",

a

status inferior to

a

colony itself.

If China

did not "et rid of these three outside pressures, population,

political influence and economic pressure, she would be

exterminated in the future,
"Nationalism is that precious possession which enables
a

state to aspire to progress and a nation to perpetuate its

existence."*

But unfortunately China lost that "precious

5

ibid., p. 55.

possession" because o^ the loss of national spirit.
Before the revolution there were many anti-revolutionary
articles.

Later,

feht

Reformists, who supported the Nftnehn

dynasty, were very popular, even amon^ th« overseas Chinese.

These wore good exonples t^at indicated the loss of Chinese

nationalism.

Even though the Manchus tried to recruit the

educated Chinese to serve the alien regime and convinced them
that the Manchus had the heaven's mandate to rule China,

nationalism still survived in the lower class, especially
•moag secret societies.

Many secret societies avowed to

overthrow the foreign Manchu dynasty in order to restore the

preceding Chinese Ming dynasty.
The Manchu Emperors were very clever.

They told the

Chinese scholars that some of the best kin-?s in ancient China
&o t^e Manchus could also

were barbarians like the Manchus.

rule China in case they had Heaven

1

s

mandate.

Besides the

subjection to the rule of alien races, the Mongols as well as
the Manchus, kind of cosmopolitanism which the alien regimes

advocated also damaged the national aspirations of the Chinese
people.
The theory of cosmopolitanism advocated by the Great
Powers was another trap for China.

imperialism and

a

pretext

r or

It was a camouflage for

subjj-atinrr China.

Sun used a

little story to show that China was not ready to accept

cosmopolitanism yet.
pa s senders'

A coolie used a bamboo pole to carry

baggages at the steamer jetties.

One day he bought

1*3

a

lottery ticket and hid it in his bamboo pole, his means of
the lottery was drawn and he found

w hen

maintaining life.

that he had won the first prize he was overjoyed.

Thinking

that a rich man had no use for a bamboo pole he threw it into
the sea, to -.ether with the lottery ticket.

To Sun, if China

forgot nationalism and adopted cosmopolitanism, it would be
like the coolie throwing away the bamboo pole.

The white races

— Teutons,

Slavs, -An^lo-Saxons and

Latins, were the most powerful in the world, said Sun. "The

rivalry between the Saxon and Teutonic races for control of
the sea" and "each nation's struggle ^ or raore territory" were

the main causes of World

*-:r

I.

When the war broke out, "the

British used the plea of race relationship to stir up the
people of the

inited States,"" and Woodrow Wilson brought the

United States into the war with the principle of "selfdetermination".

The Slogan broke Germany's control over the

minority races.

But it also brought turmoil to the post-war

world, for the principle of self-determination conflicted

with the interests of the imperialistic powers.

In the turmoil,

the Russian devolution brought "a great hope" to the suppressed

people, for Russia, as a wtiite country, was Milling to girt
up the imperialistic policy and help the oppressed peoples of
the world.

6

TMd.,

po.

80-81.

As for China, she even had benevolent Imperialism as

early as the Han dynasty (202 B.C. -220 A.D.).

Even in ancient

times some scholars were opposing the government's usin*; force

and political means to oppress the barbarians.

Compared with

ancient China's imperialistic policy the Great Powers today
were too vicious.

China had a profound philosophy and

Intellectual traditions.

Ion**

On the contrary, what the Western

powers had today was only "material civilization."

If China

wanted to survive, Sun argued, the Chinese must "revive our
lost nationalism and make it shine with greater splendour, then
we will have some ground for discussing internationalism. "?
To revive China's nationalism the Chinese people must
be awakened to understand China's position.

Powers

— Japan,

The four Great

the United States, Britain, and France

— had

great military might. Each of them posed a great threat to
China's existence.

Even though the Washington Conference

limited military expansion of the Great Powers, their

imperialism could not be stopped.

China should not depend on

the balance of power or armament control, for different

powers could be united to divide China like Germany, Russia
and Austria did Poland.

Foreigners had the opinion that China was like
of loose sand.

a

sheet

Each Individual was more loyal to the family

and clan than the nation.

7

Ibid., pp. 99-100.

Sun proposed that the clans be

brought together.

Thus unity and cooperation could consolidate

China easily, for the nation had no need to make direct

contact with each individual as

a

unit.

Gradually the loyalty

to the family or clan could be transformed to the loyalty to

state, end

a

p rson's

fear of

t

e

extinction of his family

could be transformed to the fear of

t

^

ext'netion of the

Chinese race.
To resist foreign egression Sub also thought of

Gandhi's effective "non-cooperation" policy,

bflth

their

rich natural resources the Chinese people could stop using
foreign goods.

If they stopped buying foreign goods or helping

imperialists, they could cripple the aggression of the
imperialists.

Summing up the means of resisting foreign aggression
Sun said:
There are two ways of resisting a foreign power.
The first is the positive way— arousing the nstional
spirit, seeking solutions for the problems of democracy
and livelihood, struggling ftgaintt th« power.
The
second way is the negative way noncoope^ation and
passive reristance--whereby for*! rv~ lap ri^listic
activity is weakened, the national standing is defended,
and national destruction ll avart

—

To revive Chinese nationalism Pun proposed to restore
thl

Cl

lnese spiritual achievements.

had moral standards

world.

The items of

"nuc

l

hi ghar than

For many centuries China
an;;

other country in the

Chined ancient morality Sun suggested

Ibid., p. 121.

were:

loyalty (formerly to the Emperor only, now to the

Republic and the whole people), filial piety, kindness, love,

faithfulness, justice, harmony and peace.

moral standards, Sun also noticed:

Besides these high

"China has a specimen of

political philosophy so systematic and so clear that nothing
has been discovered or spoken by foreign statesman to equal
it,

it

is

found in the

!

Great Learning ...
1

1
'

China's profound culture, foreigners often had
about the Chinese people.

bad opinion

It had nothing to do with Chinese

So, what they had to do were:

culture.

a

It was, ^un said, because of t he

lack of personal refinement.

pe

Yet, despite

individually each

r3on should refine his own personality, and collectively they

should restore their ancient morality.
In the material world China also had zreat achievements.

The Chinese had important inventions like the compass, printing,

oorcelain and -unpo^der.

The discovery of tea, the use of

silk, the creation of suspension bridges, etc. also showed that
the Chinese had *reat abilities.

But in the modern world China

was lagging far behind other countries in the field of science.

China ought to learn the strong points of the West— scier.tif ic

knowledge and metnods.

Also, only the best and mor.t advanced

science should be introduced to China, e.g., electric rather
than steam power which was outdated.

Finally, what if China was updated and made strong?

9

Ibid., p. 13U«

Sun wanted China as a modern world power to be like ancient

China which, unlike the threat lowers crushln .: other countries

whenever possible, was kind to the neighboring countries and
"rescue the weak, lift up the fallen,"

In other words,

must aid tht weaker and smeller oeooles and oppose the

powers of the world,
as

"^

"We

vest

What Sun had in mini wa3 that China,

strong power, should smite the imperialism from which

s

China had been suffering.

-

raey
is

lectures on iemocrocy Sun discussed tht need

for demoor

Chin*

arid

how democracy could be

estnbl^ lhed 4
oorscy,
A

bo

it

,

rule of a soverlgn people.

.3 evolution theory, Sub thought

staunch believer

that in human history democracy was

Mm

res It of long evolution.

There were four major periods in the process Df this evolution.
The rivet period was
was struggle of nan
to

t

e

ifltfl

see of wilderness.
.

.

Mtitic bcests.

CJ

or ioverignty*

nature 1 lueh
power, man

But t iere was no eithority

The second stage was the struggle of bob w'th
'*;-nines.

•

because of his limited

rstitlous beliefs.

.,

10

Ibid*,

At that time there

Luge had to cooperate

p

.

1^6-147.

Ibid,, p. 1U7.

For this

1»8

reason theocracies were established.

The third period was

the Struggle of man with man and autocracies were created.

The fourth period was the struggle within the states for

human rights, and the rise of democracies was the result.

From this evolution democracy became the most up-to-date and

most appropriate form of government in the modern world.
China ready for democracy?

tfas

Sun's answer was yes.

Despite the corruption, graft, nepotism, inefficiency, low

education and politically apathetic masses, Sim still thought
China was ready for democracy.

Even though China had not had

any kind of democracy before, Sun argued, there were democratic
thoughts in the ancient times like the teacMn
and /iencius.

rs

of Confucius

Besides, democracy was the inevitable current

of the modern world.

*he tide of democracy started by Cromwell

and followed by American and French revolutions was surging
in the rest of the world.

China could not and should not go

against the tide.
The idea Rousseau had
free was false. Sun argued.

shackled.

t

at men were born equal and

In an autocracy men were born

The freedom and equality men enjoyed was the result

of revolution and continuous struggle.
In China the Taiping Rebellion was a struggle for

freedom and equality.
rivalries for power.
was democracy.

It failed because of the internal

The only remedy that remained for China

A democracy could make China strong and alao

guarantee freedom and equality of

t

e

people,

^or a long time

1+9

Chinese strong men had only one ambition
Fmperor.

— to

become an

Today this attitude should be changed.

To avoid

civil war and to rebuild China everyone must work for the

Republic, not for his own personal ambition.
In the West different peoples had been struggling

for liberty.

In the French Revolution, the French people

shouted "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity." They wanted to
be free from the despotic rulers.

The American people wanted

liberty and independence from the English rule.

Because of

the long despotic traditions, the peoples in the West did not

have much liberty.
In China, on the contrary, the people had enjoyed

too much freedom.
a

The foreigners

1

opinion that China was like

sheet of loose sands indicated that China had too much

freedom.

Respite the fact that the Chinese Emperors were

autocrats, they did not interfere too much with their subjects'
freedom.

What they wanted was just to get taxes to maintain

the<r dynasties.

If people did not oppose their regimes or

try to overthrow them, they were allowed to have much freedom,

having this idea in mind, Sun thought that what the Chinese

needed was unity and consolidation, cement for

t

he loose sands.

The Chinese did not need Personal liberty as many scholars and

students asserted, but national liberty.

Lack of national

liberty and overindulgence in personal liberty made China
submerge into a "hypo-colony."

So,

instead of enjoying more

freedom after the revolution, the Chinese should have personal
sacrifice for the freedom of the nation.

Instead of "Liberty,

"
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Equality, and Fraternity," Sun proposed "People's Nationalism,
v or

"People's Soverignty," snd "People's Livelihood."

i

further

comparison, Sun said:

Liberty in the French revolutionary watchword and eople's
Nationalism in our watchword are similar. The People's
Nationalism calls for the freedom of our nation. Equality
is similar to our Principle of the People's Soverignty
which aims to destroy autocracy and make all men equal...
The idea in Fraternity is similar to our Principle of the
People's Livelihood.. .^2

Associated with liberty there should be equality.
Sun thought three conceptions were related to the idea of equality:

inequality, false equality and true equality.

Inequality was

the result of man-made classes, for example, king, duke,

marquis, earl and people.

Ken were not born equal, but the

artificial ranks accentuated natural inequalities.

eauality was

a

The false

supposition that men were born equal, equal
Hence a simpleton was considered

at the top not at the bottom.

eoual and equally treated es

a

genius.

The theory of "natural

equality" was advocating a false equality.

It was invented

by European revolutionaries to counter monarchs'

"divine rights,"

and helped to tear down the deep-rooted monarchies.

The true

ecuality Sun envisaged was based on equal footing, but people
of different talents should have different advantr ?es and

achievements.

He said,

"Equality is an artificial not

a

natural

thing, and the only equality which we can create is equality
in political status." 1 -*

12

Ibid.

,

p.

211*.

,

p.

221.

13

Ibid.
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In the West there had been continual struggle for

equality.

The revolutions in England, France, America and

Hussia also had equality as an aim.

In China, since the

aristocrats were not hereditary, inequality was less serious.
The Revolution and the realization of the Three Principles

would, Sun expected, brin^ liberty and equality to the Chinese
people.

To solve the problem caused by natural inequality

Sun had a moral and philosophical answer,

divided into three -roups:

tfen

could be

"those who know and perceive

beforehand, those who know and perceive afterward, and those
who do not know and perceive
and the practical men."

— the

discoverers, the promoters

"Although Nature produces men with

varying intelligence and ability, yet t^e human heart has

continued to hope that all men mi^ht be equal."

'±o

achieve

this equality:

Everyone should make service, not exploitation, his aim.
Those with greater intelligence and ability should serve
thousands and ten thousands to the limit of their power
and make thousands and ten thousands happy. Those with
less Intelligence and ability should serve tens and
hundreds to the limit of their power and make tens and
hundreds happy. . .Those who have neither intelligence nor
ability should still, co the limit of their individual
power, each serve one another and make one another happy.
In this way, although men now may vary in natural
intelligence and ability, yet as moral ideals and
spirit of service prevail, they will certainly become
more and more equal. This is the essence of equality. 1 **
,

Ik

Ibid., pp. 214U-2U5.
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In the process cf the struggle for democracy, Sun

thought, tne nations in the West had encountered three great
The first one was when the Federalists won the

setbacks:

day in America.

When Hamilton's policy of limiting democracy

prevailed over Jefferson's more democratic policy the government was centralized and the people in America as well an in
the world met a great setback in democracy.

L

•

he second setback

was when the French Revolution deteriorated to mob-rule; the

general reaction was mistrust in democracy*
rulers

good pretext to restrict democracy.

a

was Bismarck's skilful tactics

socialism.

The third setback

transform democracy to state

ven though vinity and prosperity were achieved in

Germany, the German people

democracy.

to

This gave the

s if f ered

limitation on their

respite the setbacks, the tide of democracy could

not be averted.

Republican governments were set up in many

places, and in Switzerland direct democracy was practiced.
3ut, contrary to what was expected, the advancement of democracy

was gradual and slow.

Despite

t

eir long struggles, what the

western countries had achieved in democracy was only universal
suffrage.

From this Sun foresaw difficulty in carrying out

democracy in China.

From the success of federal system in the United States

many people advocated

t

e

same system in China.

Sun

op:

osed it.

His reason was that, unlike the new territories in America,

China had long been united.

The unitary form of government had

lessened the difference among the provinces.

Besides, many of

53
those who wanted federalism were ambitious people who desired
to be the rulers of the semi-autonomous states.

The Boxer Uprising of 1900 was a turning point in
the change of the attitude of the Chinese people.

Before

that the people thought China was the Middle Kingdom and

everything in China was superior.

But after the humiliating

defeat the Chinese people be^an to think everything foreign
was good.

To Sun both attitudes were wron;.

The Western

countries had many superior things. Their battleships were

bigger and faster, and their weapons sharper and more deadly.
But in the field of government the Westernment nations still

had not solved many problems.

Battleships end weapons of ten

years ago were discarded snd new, better items were produced.

But Plato's Republic , a product of more than 2000 years ago
was still admired and unsurpassed.

This showed that in the

Western nations social science was lagging far behind physical
science.

For this reason China should not imitate Western

social science totally.
The dilemma the Western countries were facing was the

choice between

a

powerful government with little freedom for

the oeople and an impotent government with much civil freedom.

Sun had a solution for this.

He divided people into three

groups, as indicated before.

He reasoned that the able people

in the first and the second groups should be selected to serve

the whole people.
the third group.

But soverl i;nty should be vested in the masses,

This was called the Theory of the Division of

Ability and ^overi^nty.
the theory.

Sua cited several examples to explain

In the period of the Three Kingdoms (220-26£ AD)

Chu Ko-liang, an able prime minister, had the ability to serve
the country, but soverignty was In the hands of Ah Tou, the

stupid Icing, and the government functioned well,

A business

company must hire able managers, but the power was in the
shareholders.

A chauffeur was an expert, but the car

belonged to the owner.

"ince

a

chauffeur knew more about

mechanics and roads, the owner should let him do what he
could do best, such as choosing a better road.

Ey the same

token, people should let officials do what they knew and

could do without unreasonable interference.

An ideal government should be like a high-powered
engine*

Although the Western nations had produced high*

powered engines f hi^h-powered political machinery had not

been created yet*

The reason was lack of effective control,

and the people feared that an omnipotent government would

tread on their liberties*

If people would utilize their power

of suffrage, recall, initiative and referendum, a government

could be controlled easily*

Suffrage had been used in many

countries, but thus far only Switzerland had used suffrage,
iniative and referendum, and some of the northern American
states had used all four.

Where all the four items were used,

the result was excellent.

China should imitate this example

and the Chinese people should have all the four items of

aoverign power*
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As to the

government,

un

gave it five adiainistro tive

legislative, judicial, executive, civil service

powers:

examinations and censorship (or control;.
a

'

Sun thought that

tve-power Constitution, with the government having these

five power* , w«9 much needed in China.
"ive powers were adopted from

trie

The first three of
West, and Sun adopted

the fourth and the fifth from the Chinese traditions.

China

had long had a system of examination for select in g civil
s.rvants,

.':

o,

Sun suggested that there should be an independent

organization in the central government, taking care of the
civil service exams.

In 3un's opinion both Tang and Manchu

dynasties had good consoring systems, and it was worthwhile
for the new Republic to adopt

a

similar one.

The balance of power was what Sun intended to achieve.
To him a hi gh -powered government wit

;

five separate functions

and staffed ^y able people could function well.

But it also

could be controlled efficiently by the soverign people with
foiir

soveri

-n

pox^ers.

These were oun's concrete proposals to

administer democracy in China.
People's Livelihood
Sun's Third Principle;

the Principle of People's

Livelihood, was aimed at solving the social and economic problems
in China,

lie

advocated the Marxian ideal, but he also

criticized Marx's methods and mistakes.
reelected the ideas of Maurice William,

In his criticisms he
a

Marxian critic.

To

$6

solve the most urgent a^arian problem Sun adopted Henry

George's ideas.

Sun's ambiguous position and his adoption of different

contradictory theories made him one of the most controversial
figures in modern China,

In this Principle of People's

Livelihood both the Nationalists and the Communists could find
substantial justifications for

bein>7,

the successors of Sun

Yat-sen.
Sun said of his Principle of People's Livelihood that
it "denotes the livelihood of the people,

the existence of

society, the welfare of the nation, the life of the messes...
The Principle of Livelihood is socialism, it is conmunism, it
is Utopianism.

of socialism.

^

The Principle, according to Sun, was a kind

But socialism in the early twentieth century

was too variegated, to va^ue, and too confusing, and could

hardly be understood by the Chinese masses,

hence, Sun used

the simple term Min-shen (people-life).

To Sun, Marx was a ^reat socialist and his scientific

socialism was more scientific and more practical that the

prece^in^ Utopian socialism.

3ut his idea that material forces

were the center of history was wrong.

According to an American

disciple of Marx, Maurice William, subsistence or the struggle
for

a

living, determined history.

15
Ibid., p.

361*.

Tun argued with William's
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theory that "livelihood is the central force in social
progress, and that social nrogress is the central force in
history.*' 16

Marx could only be called
social physiologist.

a

social pathologist, not

He saw only the disease of society-

conflicts of society, but not their compromise, adjustment
and reconciliation.

His theories of "surplus value" and

down-fall of capitalist system were either false or mistaken.
The result of recent economic progress in the

vest--"social

and industrial reform, public ownership of transportation and

communications, direct taxation, and socialized distribution"

proved what Marx predicted were wrong.

'

To emphasize the importance of his Third Principle

Sun summed up his social philosophy:

Livelihood is the center of government, the center
af economics, the center »f all historical movements.
Just as men once misjudged the center of the solar
system, so the old socialists mistook material p orces
for the center of hlr? Lory. . .We can no Ion er say that
material issues are the central force in history. We
must let the political, social, and economic movements
of history gravitate about the problem of livelihood.
e must recognize livelihood as the center of social
history.
'hen we have made a thorough Investigation
of this central problem, then we can find a way to a
1°
solution of the social
problem.

16

Ibid.

,

p.

333.

Ibid.

,

p.

385.
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,

pp. i|06-i+07.
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Economically speaking, China was an underdeveloped
country.

Compared with the Western countries there were no

rich people in China.
degrees.

China had only poverty of different

It would be relatively easy to solve social

problems at this stage for lack of resistance from the rich
people.

Sun's Principle of People's Livelihood was aimed at

solving the social oroblems at this stage.
Bit methods for applying his third principle were:

equalization of land ownership and regulation of capital.
Land ownership, not capital income, still provided most of
the income of the Chinese people.

To minimize economic

Inequality the land problem must first be solved.

Sun

proposed that the landowners mist declare the values of their
lands.

The government could tax or buy the lands according

to the values declared by the owners.

The increased values

of the lands after the value declaration should go to the

government, because the people living near the lands, not the
owners, improved the lands, and they should share the profit
of their labor.

If no city was built near a piece of land,

the land's value would not increase.

The method of the regulation of capital was a step to

prevent the excessiveness and evils of capitalism.

The

government should not only regulate private capital, but also

develop state capital.

State power should be utilized to

build lar^e scale, vital enterprises like the means of
communication.

The use of state power to carry out socialism
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was different under Marx's argument.

All in all, the ideals of Marxism and the Principle
of People's Livelihood were identical.

was not

a

present one.

But Sun's communism

It was a future Utopian communism.

When everything was carried out as planned, then the communist

world would come.

Sun also opposed Marx's advocacy of radical

means to achieve communism.
was what Sun preferred.

met

-^reat

Fvolutionary and gradual method

Despite his mild tactics Sun still

resistance from the members of the reactionary

faction in his own Nationalist party, who would have nothing
to do with communism of any kind.

He was quite critical of

those die-hard anti-communists.

The necessities of life were four-fold:

clothing, shelter and means of travel.

food,

With people's

cooperation the government must solve the problems of these
four necessities of livelihood and greatly reduce their costs.
"The chief problem in the Mln-shen Principle is the

food oroblem." 1

'

Food was vital to the existence of

in peace time as well as

in war time.

a

Countries like England

8nd Japan had to spend much capital on food every year.

war time food was extremely important for victory.
World War

I

,

p. 1^6.

In

During

Germany had won many battles, but since her

19
Ibid.

nation,
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seaports were blockaded, food shortages began to occur.
Germany'

s

surrender was because of

a

food shortage.

China was an agricultural nation.

produced in China was not enough to feed

But the food
l|00

million people.

The conditions of the peasants in Chine were deplorable.

Ninety percent of

thera

did not own lands and had to pay 60

percent of their crops to the landlords. To solve the agarian

problem and to increase the farming predict the peasants must
first of all own their lands.

Besides this first vital step,

there were several other necessary methods for increasing

agricultural production: use of machinery, use of fertilizers,
crop rotation, eradication of pests, food manufacture, food

transportation and prevention of natural disasters.
The next problem of Min-shen was clothing.
times clothing was only a necessity.

In ancient

But as human civilization

developed, people began to consider the elements of comfort
and luxury.

To clothe the Chinese people attention should be

paid to necessity and convenience only.
The sources of clothint came from:
and wool.

silk, hemp, cotton

China had once been famous for being the inventor

and producer of silk.

But now other countries had outstripped

China's silk production.

To revive China's silk industry,

sericultural improvements and Pasteur's discovery must be
studied and practiced.

Silk products were chiefly for export,

for the Chinese people did not need that kind of luxury at
this stage. Hemp was also first discovered in China;

cotton,
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CMna from

after bein-? Introduced to

India, was profusely

produced in China; and wool was also rich in China. Despite
China

1

s

abundance in clothing material, China never had

a

big clothing industry and h3d to buy clothing products

from foreign countries.

The reason was that China had been

under the Great Powers' political and economic dominance.
The Great Powers bought cheap raw material from China and

dumped the industrial product to China.

Despite agitations

to boycott foreign goods, no success had been seen.

When

China would be unified in the near future, the state power

must be used to impose tariffs on importing foreign goods.
This was the only way to protect China's infantile industry.
Since slothing was

a

necessity in people's daily

li^e, the state must run clothing factories and provide

necessary and comfortable clothes

r or

every citizen.

the citizens also had the obligation to work.

ut

Sun said:

And the people must of course fulfill the
obligations of citizenship to the state or disqualify
themselves as citizens. Those who disqualify
themselves citizens disqualify themselves as masters
of the state.
Lazy vagabonds are parasites upon the
state and upon the people. The government should
force them by law to work and try to convert them
into honorable laborers, worthy to share in toe rights
and privileges of t: e nation.
When loafers are
eliminated and all men have a share in production, then
there will be enough to eat and to wear, homes will be
comfortable, and the people will be content, and the
problems o; livelihood will be solved.

20

Ibid., pp. 513-51U.
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In other words, the state and the people were mutually

dependent.

The state was an agent through which the

functions of "from everyone what he c«n; to everyone what
he needs" could be maintained.

Sun had scheduled to make two more lectures on

shelter and means of travel.

For one reason or another,

he failed to make the last two lectures as planned.

When

he died in Peking he had never forgotten that his work was

not accomplished.

Program of National Reconstruction
To Sun Yat-sen the aim of the revolution was the

realization of the Three Principles of the People.

pi

But

to carry out the aim Sun encountered resistance among his

followers.

On the one hand they thought that the task of

the revolution was over as soon as the

overthrown.

ianchu regime was

On the other hand, many of them considered Sun's

Three Principles of tne People Utopian, idealistic, and

impractical.

In order to show his comrades that the tssk of

the revolution was to build up China, not just to overthrow
the Manchu dynasty, and to convince them that the Three

Principles of the People were in fact practical and easy to
be carried out, Sun wrote the Program of National

tie

construction.

21
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To rebuild Chine S

,n

planned to have three

reconstructions: psychological, social and materiel.
wrote

a

He

Therefore, uhe

book for each reconstruction.

Pro -ram of National Reconstruction actually consists of

three books:

Memoirs of

a

Chinese Revolutionary ,

i\

democratic

Primer and International Development of China .

Psychological Reconstruction
Sun liked to quote a famous ancient Chinese military

strategist, "The best way to attack your enemy is to attack

their mind."

In order to attack the mind of his Nationalist

comrades as well as other Chinese patriots Sun wrote

called Memoirs of

a

a

booklet

Chinese Revolutionary*

The problem Sun faced here can be summed in this

proverb, "To know is easy but to do is difficult."

This

idea impeded the action of his revolutionary comrades.

Always believing that to do was more difficult than to know,
t

ey were afraid of doing anything, not even to mention

undertaking great revolutionary task.

To encourage his

comrades to carry out his revolutionary program Sun tried hard
to prove that doing was easier than knowing.

Pirtt of all, he cited three major examples to prove
that to do was easier than to know.

I

is

first example pointed

out that alt lough men could U3e money few of them knew the
bi

ok round of money.

Kew people knew the history of money

from the use of sea shells to barter, to currency, and to
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Kven fewer knew the theories of finance and

banknotes •
banking.

But they could use money.

"And so

I

say that

people unfortunately know only how to spend money, but

very rarely understand its secrets.

This is the first

proof of my theory that 'action is easy but knowledge
difficult.'

" 22

econd example stressed that men, even new-born
babies, could eat, but very few knew the functions of food
and its calorie contents,

delated to food uhere were

knowledge of digestion, dietry, nutrition, cuisine, etc.
Aprain, he concluded that to do was actually easier than to

know.

Sun's third major example was about Chinese writing.
The ancient Chinese scholars did not study logic;

they had

no knowledge of linguistics, theory of writing or grammar
and often could not converse well; but by repetition and

memory they

c:>uld

write good essays and poems.

This also

proved that action was easier than knowledge.
'ext,

Sun cited seven more minor proofs of his theory.

They were the building of houses (Chinese built their houses
without any knowledge of architecture), shipbuilding
(Chinese could build big srips despite leek of scientific

knowledge), the building of fortifications (Chinese built

22
Sun Yat-sen, ^emoirs of a Chinese Revolutionary
(Taipei, Taiwan: China Cultural Service, 1953), P- 21.
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the gigantic Great Wall, despite lack of the knowledge

concerning civil engineering), digging of canals (Dictated
by necessity, Chineae built the ^rand Canal, without

preliminary plan or knowledge), chemistry (Chinese produced
gunpowder, porcelain, bean oil. . .without having any knowledge
of Chemistry), electricity (People could use telephone,

electrical lamp. . .without knowing the theory of electricity),
and evolution (Mankind improved the speciments of plans and

transformed wild animsls to domestic animals and knew nothing
about evolution before Darwin).

After the ten examples and arguments Sun finally
concluded that in the ancient times people did everything
without any knowledge of it.
without understanding."
they began to think.

reflection."

This was the stage of "action

But as men acquired more knowledge,

So the second stage was "action with

Through the third stage

reflection," men came to
before action."

'."/hen

t

he fourth

— "action

a

fter

stage— "understanding

men understood more they began to

visualize the difficulty of action and stopped ioin g anything.
•This

was a bad tendency and

a

wrong idea.

If men could do

without knowing, of course they could do while knowing, and
they should be able to do more.

If the Kuomintang comrades

believed this, Sun thought, his Three Principles of the People
could easily be carried out in China.

—
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Social Reconstruction
Sun'

a

idea of Chinese social reconstruction was

outlined in a treatise on parliamentary law

A Democratic

Primer , This treatise was intended to educate the people
in the skills of public assembly and debate.

Sun did not devote much thought to social reform in
China, and he had no intention to catalyze rapid social
The book he wrote for social reconstruction was not

change.

aimed at changing Chinese society.

It was merely to educate

the people in preparation for democracy.

Sun's treatise on parliamentary law lacked originality.
It was only a repetition and summary of parliamentary practices
in some Western countries.

But Sun thought that the Chinese

people were too urgently in need of a guidebook of democratic

proced ires 'or him to wait longer and spend more time on his
treatise.

Tfrgency made him tackle the problem without much

thought.
The treatise soon became obsolete, but it had great

initial impact on the Chinese people.

It was Sun's book

that first systematically introduced parliamentary law to
China.

Before that, the Chinese did not have any democratic

basis for solving a political problem, for force had been the

only determining f&ctor of power politics.
treatise is out-of-date, it has become
means.

a

Although Sun's

symbol of democratic
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A Democratic Primer also indicated Sun's belief in

democracy.

A3 a revolutionary he did agitate the people to

use force to overthrow an evil regime.

exception.

But that

an

w; s

Hii ultimate belief was democracy, not

dictatorship or militarism.

The introduction of a parliamentary

law into China stemmed from Sun's staunch belief in the

Chinese people and in democracy.

Material Reconstruction
Material reconstruction was the most important item
in Sun's national reconstruction program.

deliberation, he wrote

a

After much

long book, International Development

of China which expounded detailed plans.

The book was written soon after World War I.

When

the war ended, Sun thought that the Great Powers would again

regard the Far East as important in world affairs.

Now that

China was building a republic, Sun hoped the Great Powers
would invest capital in China.

With the help of foreign

capital Sun hoped China could accomplish material reconstruction.

While the Western countries were experiencing the
Second Industrial Revolution, China was still in the age of

handicraft.

China had great industrial and agricultural

potentials in the yet undeveloped mineral reserves and vast
expanse of land.

Sun reasoned that

t

e

interest of both the

Great Powers and China could be served, if the former would
assist China in her plans for economic development.

.hen the
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Great Powers stopped producing war supplies, demobilized
and started to use their manpower reserves for industrial

production again, overproduction would resilt.

It was a

Tood time, Sun ur^ed, for the Great Powers to invest their

capitals, machinery and technology in China's development.
Sun listed important items for China's material

reconstruction.

On each item Sun gave detailed plans for

its development.

The following is the brief outline of the

reconstruction items Sun proposed:
I.

Development of Communication Systems
a.

Railroad

b. Macadam

— 100,000

miles

roads— 1,000,000 miles

c.

Improvement of existing canal and construction of
new canals

d.

River conservancy

e.

Construction of more telegraph lines, telephone and
wireless systems

II. Development of Commercial Harbors

III. Water Power and Irrigation Development
IV.

Mineral and Heavy Industrisl Development

V. Agricultural Development and Reforestation

VI. Immigration to Bordering Provinces

For mutual benefit as well as to prevent the acute

selfish competitions among the Great Powers in the post-war

period Sun presented some preventive proposals!
First, that the various Governments of the capitalsupplying Powers must agree to joint action and a
unified policy to form an international organization,
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with administrators and experts of various lines to
formulate plans and to standardize materials in order
Second, the
to prevent waste and to facilitate work.
confidence of the Chinese people must be secured in
order to gain their cooperation an i enthusiastic
support.
If the above two steps are accomplished,
then the third step is to open formal negotiation for
the final contract of the project with the Chinese
Government, ^3

Fundamentals of National Reconstruction

After the failure of the Second Revolution against
Yuan and the resulting confusion spread throughout the whole
country, Sun thought that the ideal of the Three Principles

could not be realized unless there were practical steps to

carry it out.

With this in mind he wrote the Fundamentals

of National Reconstruction , In tne introductory Statement of

the document Sun said:
In short, the Fundamentals of National Reconstruction
are so drawn up as to start with the removal of all
obstacles and end up in the culmination of reconstruction,
all steps to be taken in logical sequence as well as in
order of their importance. ^4

The Fundamentals of National Reconstruction , drafted

by Sun and approved by the National Assembly in Canton, later
became the internal policy of the Republic,

The document had

23
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twenty-five articles dealing with the steps to carry out the
Xuornintang'

a

revolutionary goals: the Three Principles of the

People and the Five-power Constitution.
The first part of the document dealt with the general

principles of national reconstruction.

"The primary requisite

of reconstruction lies in people's livelihood." *

necessities of the people

26

"Second in importance is the people's

It was the government's responsibility to

train the people to exercise their soverign powers
recall, initiative and referendum.

nationalism.

The four

clothing, shelter and means

In cooperation with the people, be provided

of travel must,

by the government.
soverignty.

— food,

— suffrage,

The third item was

The government should guide racial minorities

To foreign countries the government

toward self-determination.

should resist any aggression and try to raise China's

international position to be equal with other countries.
The national reconstruction was divided into three
stages:

military rule, political tutelage and constitutional

government.

In the first stage the government should use

military force to enforce its orders, to eradicate all obstacles
against unification and to propagate the Three Principles of
the People.

When order w

s

restored in a province the first

stage vmuld end and the second stage would begin.

25

Ibid.

,

p.
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,

p.

9.
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stage was preparation for democracy.

The government would

have responsibility for training the people to exercise their

•Terlgn cowers and select officials of different levels.
Every bsien (county), after establishing
could elect

a

d«legfttfl

a

self-government,

to the National Assembly.

The third

stage would commence in the province in which all the hslens

bad achieved self-^overn^ent .

In the third stage

t

e

national government should set up Five Yuans (Departments):
Executive, Legislative, Judicial, Examination and Control
(Censor).

f

..

hen one half of the provinces entered the third

stage the National Assembly should make a constitution and

elect tie President of the Republic.

At this point the

National Government should resign on behalf of the popular
government.

Manifesto of the Kuomintang

Another document Sun made shortly before his death
was the Manifesto o p the First National Congress of the
"uomintang (January, 192J|).

T/

In fifteen articles Sun pronounced

the KuoalntAltg'f foreign and domestic policies.

In these

fifteen articles Sun summed up his political thought.
In foreign policy Sun wanted to achieve eemality among

nations.

The first Step toward this aim was abolition of all

the unequal treatise imposed upon China by the Great Powers to

assert China's soverignty.

Any country willing to renounce

its unequal treatise in China would be recognized by China as
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a

And the appropriately contracted

"most favored nation,"

foreign loans would be guaranteed and repaid.
In domestic policy

Lntang resolved to carry

out Sun's detailed schemes for executing tae Three Principles
of the People,

The powers cf the central government and the

local governments should be determined by the principle of

equilibrium of powers.

matters with national concern should

be assigned to the Central Government while those local in

nature should be determined by the local governments*
The hsien was to be the unit in a local self-

self-governing hsien would have

government,

j-'he

four powers:

suffrage, initiative, recall and referendum.

people in

a

The provincial government was a bridge between tae local

The people in

self-government and the central government.
a self- -overnin^ province could have their

constitution which

should not contradict the national constitution; and the
governor, elected by the people, was un ler the direction of
the central government.

A local self-government would have

to contribute 10-£0 percent of its annual income to the

national revenue.
The other triings to be done included:
ol

establishment

an examination system, guarantee of civil liberties,

national conscription and improvement of the conditions of
the lower status soldiers, standardization of land tax, census,

establishment of labor law, promotion of women's equality,

popularization of the basic education and development of the
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higher education, and nationalization of the enterprises
beyond private capacity.
Comment on Sun's Political Thought

Lack of originality is the most salient ^eature of
^e travelled extensively and had

Sun's political thought,

rich experiences in the Western countries.

He picked up

the most fas'ionable ideas at that time and put them together

with some Chinese ideas, and that comprised his thought.
His followers Bight claim that Sun's thought was the cream
of the intellectual world.

But a critic was equally justified

to call it "intellectual chop suey:

a mixture of intellectual

materials taken indiscriminately from everywhere and thrown
together with little regard for fitnees and proportion.

Another critic also hrd

a

m27

similar opinion:

Sun Yat-sen was nothing If not eclectic; he was nobody's
exclusive disciple; he picked over foreign ideas, chose
what appealed to him and conglomerated what he had
selected.
In his treatise, China's Revolution . . . he
definitely says that his Third Principle was arrived at
by comparative examination of social theories and the
selection of t ^e best iieaa from amon~ them. That was ^
his method always, but not always with coherent results.
Sun had
and naivete.

a

personality mixed with candor, credulity

He believed and trusted anyone.

thought also reflected his personality.

His political

He picked up ideas

27
Nathaniel 1'effer, The Far hast (Ann Arbor: University
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without much choice and believed them with great credulity.
It was with this attitude that he picked up both democracy

and communism.

Commenting on chis a critic said:

It is characteristic of the man that two yeara after
writing a book advocating the loan of billions from

capitalistic and presumably Imperialistic countries
he becomes, If not a communist believer at least a
convinced Marxist, and then, on reading one book by
an author so unknown to him that he mistakes his name,
he changes back again and repudiates Marxian thought.
Again he had caught ideas on the fly two contradictory
ones in two years--and swallow both, one after another. ^

—

Sun's belief In different contradictory ideas made

him a controversial lender in modern China and left
controversial legacy to his followers.

synthesize different unsynthesizable doctrines.
was that

a

a

He intended to

The result

disinterested person had no idea what he was talking

about or what his exact position was.

But to his followers

of both left and ri *ht wings, good justifications for their

opposite positions could easily be found.

He made both

communists and democrats Justified in claiming themselves to
be his followers.

tradition.

He wanted modernization but he also respected

No wonder

of the People

a

critic commented: The Three Principles

Is a very usable book for purposes.

.

.usable by

29
Peffer, op. cit. p. 301. Here Peffer is referring
In his
to Maurice tillllam's Socia'l Interpretation of History .
Third Principle 3un misspelled the author's name and called
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disciples, but later he became a critic of Marxism. According
to William, Sun read his book and also became a critic of
Marxism.
See Maurice William, Sun Yat-sen versus Communism
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either the left or the ri^ht wing, by communists or

Confucianists." 30
Despite lack of consistency and profundity, one can
detect

a

tenacious centrol core in Sun's political thought*

He never deviated from his staunch belief in socialism,
He might espouse different

democracy and Chinese nationalism.

doctrines which appeared contradictory to an observer.
in his heart he always had admirable goals.

But

He never forgot

that he was struggling for the Chinese people, not for himself.

Sun had high ideals, but possessed no concrete means
for carrying them out.

He constructed highly imaginative plans

and programs for carrying out his goals step by step.

But he

showed his naivete in believing that his followers sincerely

wanted to execute his schemes.

In fact, what his successors

had in mind was not the people, but their own power, prestige,
and privileges. Sun

1

8

magic formula meant nothing to them.

Sun was an idealist, not

a

realist.

In trying to

achieve his ideals what he met in his life was only

discouragement and disappointment.

In his later years he

realized the impracticality of his ideals, and be r an to set
up

a

series of schemes to achieve the ideals.

Sun thought he

had made concrete steps to be followed, as he indicated in his

30
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will.

But they were just Utopian steps toward

a

utopia.

His candid, credulous, and naive personality made him unable
to understand the human factor which was the most important

criterion in a revolution.
oro^rams remained

a rna fie

Failing this, his Ideals, plans,
formula for building a new China.

CHAPTIH

III

INFLUENCE ON THE NATIONALISTS AMD THE COMMUNISTS

Sun Yat-sen end the Nationalists
The Nationalists claimed to be the genuine and

legitimate successors of S Un Yat-sen.

They had the right

to do so, for they had inherited the whole set of Sun Yatsen'

s

mantle.

Sun's heritage.

They had, at least in form, been maintaining
The Nationalist party was founded by Sun,

and most of the party leaders were formerly Sun's followers.
The Nationalist constitution, though made after ^un's death,
was aimed at promoting Sun's Three Principles of the People
as the nation's goal.

And the Nationalists leaders had been

repeatedly claiming to fight against the Communists in order
to restore Sun's teachin s.

After S Un's death, tht Nationalist party was led by
^hin-wei and Chiang Kai-shek, and the Communists "ere
still allowed to stay in the party as Sun had admitted them.
In fact, they were getting more powerful.

In 1927, when the

Northern Expedition army arrived in Kandow, the National
Government wes set up there.

The party, which had been under

the control of the left-wing faction after °>un's death, called
a meet*

rig

of the party's Central Executive Committee. Chiang

K a5-shek, a Fight -wlng*F| refused to attend and was expelled

»
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from the Committee, and he was removed from his position as
the Commander of the Northern Expedition army.

wei was again elected chairman.

tfftBg

Chin-

But Chiang, who had a

strong army in his hand, defied the decision and set up his
own government in Nanking. The government in Hankow, without

troops, soon capitulated.

Some left-win; Nationalists joined

Chiang and some became communists who, after being persecuted,
went underground.
The Nationalists continued to survive until 19U9

when they lost Mainland China and escaped to Formosa.

All

the while, they ruled in the name of Sun Yat-sen whom they

called "Sun Tsung Tsoi" (Sun, the Party Leader)

considered

the*

and who was

predecessor of "Chiang Tsung Tsai" (Chiang,

the Party Leader).

Inside the Nationalist party Sun was

Before every meeting the party song which started

deified.

with "Three Principles o" the People, the goal of our
party..." was sung and then Sun's will was read while every-

body bowed his head.

To "unify thoughts" the Nationalists

compelled the people to observe the ceremonies for revering
Sun, and through the party-controlled government ordered all

1

The Constitution of the Kuomintang, adopted in 1921|
Article
and amended in 1929 had an interesting regulation.
21 reads "Dr. Sun, the originator of the Three Principles of
the People and o p the Five-power Constitution, shall be the
President of the Party." See Arthur Holcombe, The Chinese
Revolution (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930)
a op- ndlx
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the schools and public institutions to observe the ceremonies

of reading Sun's will and singing the party song which later

became the National Anthem.
To emphasize the "Education of the National Spirit,"
the Nationalists managed to have the Three Principles of the

People become

a

required course in the high schools and the

colleges, and an item of every examination, including the

school entrance examination and civil service examination.

Through the efforts of his able followers, Sun Yat-sen, the
founder and leader of the Nationalists party became the

required deity of all the people, including non-Nationalists,
the opponents of the Nationalists, under the rule of the

party.
Not only was Sun deified, his works also became the

"Bible",

tfhat

waa said in the "Bible" was "the truth" and
"Bible" quoting became

could not be criticized or changed.
a

fashion among the party members.
The Nationalists had

a

cnerished goal to implement

Sun's Three Principles and establish

Five-power Constitution.
China is

a

San Kin Chu

I

a

republic with the

Under their rule, "The Republic of

Republic."

2

Superficially they

were observing Sun's teachings and carrying out his policies.

2

This sentence appeared in the -'uomint^n '» |
constitutional draft for the Republic. But later when
opposed by other minor parties the Kuomintang had to change
it in a milder tone.
See page 80.

—
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But, In reality, Sun's legacy became a democratic facade

for the party dictatorship.-^

Sun's first two steps for

carrying out democracy in China, were "military rule" and
"political tutelage".

Apparently Sun had the intention to

unify China and educate the Chinese people for democracy.
But when Sun died, the Nationalists under Chiang Kai-shek were

unwilling to give up the dictatorial power; and when, under
great pressure, they finally announced plans to establish a

constitutional government, in reality the power was still in
Chiang's hands.

The promise to carry out democracy was

nothing but a farce.

With good intentions, Sun's ideas were

valuable, but without sincerity

thftj

could be the pretexts

for evildoing.
The constitution of the Republic, adopted in 191*6 by
the National Assembly was an important legacy of Sun to his

Pilled with Sun's ideas, the document

Nationalist followers.

wss the dogma of the Nationalists and

a

tool of the party

3

The Kuomintang dictatorship was vividly reported by
State Department representative who visited China in 19i+7«
The following was his report:
"...There Is still warlordiam, but a kind of higher
warlordism and a worse one. Twenty years ago the warlords
were local satraps. .now they are organized in a single,
centrally controlled machine. • .The centrally controlled
machine is the party called t .e Kuomintang, which in fact
if no longer in law
is the government of China; and its
head is Chiang ^ai-shek..."
"The Kuomintang is not a political party in the
accepted sense. It isbest described as a holding company
for a country..."
"In any case China has become the private possession
of the Kuomintang, and the Kuomintang is controlled by a
a

TTS

.
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No country in the world, not even the communist

leaders.

countries, has ever adopted

constitution with the purpose

a

of realizing a person's teachings. ?larx'

not even make

a

s

disciples could

constitution categorically specifying Marxism

as the goal of a nation, hut Sun's followers co^ld adopt a

constitution with

preamble of "The National Assembly of the

a

Republic of China... in accordance with the teachings

beoueathed by Dr. Sun Yat-sen in founding the Republic of
China... do hereby establish this Constitution," and with the
first article "The Republic of China, founded on the Three

Principles of the People..." In short, there are few cases
in

history in which

a

revolutionary leader is so much idolized

and his teachings so much dogmatized.

biographer commented:
into an idol.

A ho

No wonder a critical

"...I found a hero already stiffened

making of

a

lacquered god out of human

flesh and blood has probably never been accomplished with such
speed and thoroughness as in the case of Sun Yat-sen. "^
The Constitution of the Republic was the summary of

Sun's political thought.

If Sun were to make the constitution

himself, there would not be too much difference.

Sun's

important political ideas like nationalism, democracy, socialism,

small coterie of which Chiang Kai-shek is unchallenged
chief."
For details see Nathaniel Peffer, "Time to 'Jet Out of China,"
Harpers' s Magazine , v. 195* July, 19U7, PP« U9-£6.
j-

Lyon Sharman, Sun Yat-sen, His Life and Its Meaning
(New York: John nay Company, 1936), pp. vii-viii.
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separation of powers, checks and balances, equilibrium of
local and central powers, etc. were all incorporated in this

Constitution.
To avoid the inconvenience of the people's executing

their four soveri^n powers in

a

vast, populous country like

China, Sun's method was the formation of a representative

body

— the

National Assembly, representing the people in

every self-governing hsien.

It had the functions "To recall

the President or the Vice-President;" "To vote on proposed

Constitutional amendments submitted by the Legislative Yuan

by way of referendum;" and to represent the people's rights
of initiative and referendum,

-un's idea of indirect

democracy in a big country like China was very appropriate.
But, the functions of the National Assembly given in the

Constitution lid not work well.
.-*o"crnment the

Under

a

dictatorial central

National Assembly became only

rubbers tamp of the Executive.

a

tool and

It had never assumed its

function of checking the overpowerful executive branch of the
government.

Since the majority Assemblymen were the Kuomintang

members who were under the control of zhe party leader who,
instead, was the bxecutive, the party discipline and the

suppression by the executive who controlled the troops made
them unable to express their opinions as the "representatives"
of the people.

Deprived of genuine functions the gigantic

body became a heavy burden to the people.

The more than

2,000 assemblymen got salaries and dividends from the people's
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taxes, and they convened only a few days every six years

The same person had been

just to "elect" the President*

"elected"four times despite the Constitution's forbidding
more than two terms.
The inability of the assemblymen to execute their

assigned functions revealed

a

serious defect in Sun's scheme

of building a political system.

balanced, idealistic one.

The scheme was at best a

But it could not work.

A

party

dictatorship could manage to keep the scheme, and destroy
its essence and spirit.

The British democracy, without any

scheme or strict constitution, works well.

Democratic spirit

and party system are two important elements in its success.

Power corrupted Sun's followers who inherited thi Master's
Trand projects

feo

rebuild China, but not his spirit to execute

them. If Sun had devoted himself to the study of power

politics and party system, instead of

t he

fanciful, Utopian

schemes, he Bight have held the Nationalists in control even

after his death, for the rivaling party or parties mi^ht

restrain the Nationalists from -^oing toward dictatorship.

Losing the popular base and eliminating any fair means of
political competition, the Nationalists aroused the Communists'

military rival and finally caused its own downfall.

Sun

failed to foresee the corruption of the party he created.

He

was too busily trying to unify all elements to unite and

rebuild China that he failed to see that his followers, after
China's unification, would strive for their self-interests
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rather than work for the people's welfare.

By the same token, all the political organs which
Sun imagined or imitated and which were put in the Constitution,

were just more rubber stamps and red tope.

The Five Yuans

(Departments) --Executive, Legislative, Judicial, Fxarnination,
and Control, were the reproduction

^ive-power Constitution.

~>f

."un' s

theory of the

They were supposed to be the highest

political organs of the National Government, functioning

independently and checking and balancing each other.

But

from the very beginning they never performed their assigned
functions.

Chiang Kai-shek, as the President of the Republic,

dominated all the government officials and made them his
He checked everyone and was checked by none.

puppets.

"Government in China," according to an author,
"is personal government, and the person who counts most is

Chiang Kai-shek. "^

And Chiang claimed himself to be the only

legitimate successor of Sun Yat-sen, and repeatedly avowed to
carry out Sun's teachings.

To understand the meaning of "Sun

Yat-senism" and its implementation in the post-Sun era, Chiang

Kai-shek must first be studied.
From the very beginning Chiang Kai-shek represented
the right-wing faction of the Kuomintang.

When he was ousted

from the Central Committee of the party in Hankow, which was

under the control of the left-wing factions, he set up his own

$

Peffer, op. clt.

,

p. £l.

7

8S

government In Nanking, His -nilitary power made his

government viable and subdued his rival in Hankow,

When the

Northern expedition Army under his control conquered all
China in 1936 he established

a

fascist-type of central

government in Nanking, and Sun's teachings were twisted to
suit the situation at that time.

Though Sun tried to preserve some of the traditional
Chinese moralities, spirit and institutions, his general tone
was modernity of China

— modernization

without Westernization,

When the idea came to Chiang Kai-shek, he emphasized the

traditional side of Sin's teachings, and paid little attention
to modernity, as a biographer commented:

"To think of Chiang

Kai-shek as attempting to break from the past or as having
started China entirely on the lines of mechanical prorress
and modernization is to misunderstand him completely.'

When 3un Yat-sen's liberal widow was saying:
•..The structure of our present society is radically
changing and it is difficult to solve the many problems
that arise from great changes.
Confucianism cannot
help to solve these problems; it has lost every practical
value. . .Confucian teachings are feudalistic and autocratic
from beginning to end... We must make great efforts to
uproot Confucian ideas from every nook and corner of our
life and thought,

Chiang Kai-shek was singing in a different tune.

He said:

6

H.H. Chan.g, Chiang "Cai-ahek: Asia's ^lan of destiny
(New York, Doubleday, '"oron, 19UU)* P« 26, quoted in Lawrence
K. Rosin rer, China's Crisis (New York: Alfred t<nopf, 19i*5) ,p«U7«
7

ong Ghing -ing, The Struggle for New China (Peking:
Foreign Language Pre- 3, 1953), p. 96.
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"China's own philosophy of life, developed by
Confucius, amplified end propagated by Mencius, and
further explained by t'^e Han scholars, automatically
became a lofty system that is superior to any other
philosophy in the world* ••The glories and 3Cope of
our ancient Chinese learning cannot be equalled in
history o^ any of the strong Western nations of
today. 3
At the time w'^en the people were suffering from hunger and

poverty, Chiang, instead of urging more development, cleaning
his corrupt government, eliminating the prevalent nepotism,
and the usury and exploitation of poor peasants by the rich

landlords, sponsored the "New Life Movement" and urged the

Chinese people to "button their shirts, keep their houses
clean, and lead a righteous life,"" and, above all, to

observe the ancient moral codes.

In short, he preferred the

stale noral reform to a social or economic reform.

Mary

C.

Wright did

a

penetrating study of the

transformation of the Nationalist Ideology under Chiang Kaishek,

'hen Chiang hecsme the only ruler of China he he ^an

to Identify himself with t^e ancient despotic sage king and

looked upon his regime as the promoter of the ancient

moralities.

Now that order and peace rather than turmoil

and agitation we

'e

needed to preserve an established regime,

Chiang shifted from revolution to restoration.

Confucianism,

a semi-rell^Ion, but more opiatic than any reli -ion, was

Chiang Kai-shek, China's destiny ,
Hoy Publishers, 191*7), p. 16.

(New York:
9

Tbid.

trrans.

Philip Jaffe
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restored and became the official ideology of the

Nationalist party,

Confucianism was indeed

a

rood tool to

rule the Chinese people, as Mary C. Wright said:
In the view of the Kuomintang ideologists, Confucianism
was the most effective and cheapest means ever devised
by man for this purpose, (insuring social stability
and populsr discipline).
±hey saw that the Confucian
order had held together because certain canons of
behavior had been hammered in by precept and example
so effectively that deviation was nearly impossible.
In their view the content of these canons mattered
less than reviving the habit of behaving in
accordance with ^1xed and unquestioned rulj-3. This
it was hoped would end the opposition to Kuomintang
control. That the disciplinary effectiveness of the
canon was dependent on its whole content and its
whole context seems never to have occured to them. 10

The shifting of the official Kuomintang

i

ieolo

:y

from revolution to restoration reflected the rise of the

rlght-vlng faction.

The left-vln.fr fart ions hod no favor for

the feudal istic Confucianism,

tfhen

they were in power they

let mobs ransack the Confucian temples.

Sut when the ri ^ht-

winqrers assumed power the Confucian temples became sanctuaries.

The interesting change was described as following:

Public and avowed veneration for Confucius was
resumed in 1928. As lste as 1927 a mob had dra
a straw effixy of Confucius through the streets of
Changsha and beat and burned it, and the National
Government itself had on February 15> ordered the
abolition of official Confucian rites and turned the
funds over to public education on the grounds that
"The principles of Confucius were desootic.
->r more
10

Mary C. Wright, "From devolution to Restoration:
The Transformation of ^uomintang Ideology," g ar K, stern
Cuarterly , v. 1)4 Augu.lt ( 19^^, P. ^2i|.
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than twenty centuries they have served to oppress the
people and to enslave thought ••• A 8 to the cult of
Confucius, it is superstitious and out of ploce in the
modern world. . .China is now a Republic.
fnese
vestiges of absolutism should be effaced from the
memory of citizens." The vestiges were not effaced for
long.
On November 6, 1928 Chiang Kai-shek was urging
his officers to spend their leisure in the study of the
Four Books . In 1931 Confucius' birthday became a
national holiday. Nationalist troops were ordered to
give special protection to all local Confucian temples.
(•eognltloa increased by degrees, culminating in the
reconanization of Confucius in 193U* • • 1:L

Sun Yot-sen wanted to destroy the old order end build
a new order in which both modernization and preservation of

some old things he considered good were to be done.

Chiang Kai-shek'

s

Nationalists considered

th<?

But

time for

revolution, which meant destruction to them, was over, and
it was time to restore the old order.

"With their new

outlook, they declared that the new period of revolutionary

construction required qualities opposite to those needed in
the preceding period of revolutionary destruction."

12

The

Taiping Rebellion which Sun adored, and which stimulated his
revolutionary activities was now vilified.

Instead, Tseng

Kuo-fan, who fought the rebellious disloyal and f ore! un-

influenced Taiping rebels with the purpose to preserve the

Manchus and the old order, was restored and worshipped as a
hero;

and his writings were reproduced by the government, and

Chiang Kai-shek urged the people to study them.
11

Ibid.

,

p.

520.

12

Ibid., p. 523.

As

Chiang
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took more power in his hands, his reactionary attitude

became more acute, as noticed by an author:
In 192lj, while Chiang extolled Tseng, his references
In 1932 he
to the Teiping Rebellion were polite.
And in 1933- 3k at Lu-shan Chiang took
spat upon it.
his stand not only against the Communists and the
Taiping Rebellion but against all the rebellions in
Chinese history. .. 1 3
"The Kuomintang never ceased talking about revolution.
It merely redefined the term in a precisely opposite sense.

"^

In &un Yat-sen's days the party was identified with the

Taiping Rebellion, but when Chiang Kai-shek came to power
the Taiping Rebellion became the destroyer of the Chinese

traditions of which the party now became the revolutionary
Not only that, °un's portrait which was set up

carrier.

together with those of Marx and i^enln in

moved into

a

Confucian temple.

'

a

town park was

From a revolutionary leader

Sun now became a restoration forerunner.

Chiang Kai-shek personally hod

a

strong and favorable

feeling for Chinese classic literature and tbe traditional
ethics and morality.

Being a soldier, receiving no modern

education and speaking no foreign language (except Japanese
through which he learned Japanese militarism), he had no

13

Ibid.

,

p.

Ibid.

,

p.

£21.

Ibid.

,

p.

£20.

£19.

Ik
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liking for any modern or Western learning, except, perhaps,

modern weapons.

Unlike Mao Tse-tung, who identified himself

with the working class and avowed to fight for t-ieir
welfare, Chiang considered himself a ruling aristocrat.
That was why when Mao wanted to break the traditional society

which oppressed the lower class, and liquidate the upper
ruling class which exploited the peasants, Chiang, on the
contrary, avowed to restore the gentry and the traditional

moralities and disciplines--the best tool and tranquilizer
the Chinese rulers could find to rule the Chinese people,

For this purpose

Su^s teachings

to restore the ancient

virtues were reiterated, much more than any other parts of
Sun's teachings.

On numerous occasions Chiang lectured

students, troops and civil servants, stressing the importance
of>

11* iL* lien , chih

— ancient

moral codes connotating

meticulous behavior, order, discipline, loyalty and virtue
all tranquilizers.

In his "New Life Movement" he specified

these four moral criteria to be observed by the people of
all walks.

Today, in Formosa, the school pupils are still

instructed to memorize what their four school moralities are.

Either just to be different from the communist

materialism or because he had staunch belief in the spiritual,
Chiang reiterated spiritual importance in human life.
191+2 he

declared:

In

"Victory will be due 90 percent to spiritual
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factors and only 10 percent to material factors, "^^

Connected to this kind of spiritualism and revivalism was
his personal philosophy «nd attitudes.

Aporaised by an

American observer:
Chiang is in no sense a democrat in either his
philosophy or political actions.
Bj temperament and
associations, experience and conviction of selfinterest, he is hostile to programs of reform and
deeply intolerant of populrr criticism. The whole
bent of his thought and personality ^s in the
direction of uniformity of opinion and obedience to a
single authority. To him dissent probably seems an
immoral thing a gross breach of proper behavior, as
well as a political threat... He probably conceive of
himself as the teacher and uplifter of the Chinese
people 8nd identifies his own powerful ambition with
the inculcation of the moral ideas of ancient Chinese
philosophy loyalty, dignity, acceptance of one's place
It would be a mistake
in life, and a reflective spirit.
to regard these traits as a pose, or to doubt that these
are really Chiang's ideals. 1

—

—

''

Chiang Itai-shek thought that the main reason for
China's backwardness and its inability to stop Japan's

agression and

to suppress the rise of the Communists was the

decline of the ancient virtues.

"As his armies fell b ck

before the advancing Japanese in 1939 , he blamed the neglect
of the doctrine of the rites and urged the salvation of the

nation through renewed emphasis on loyalty and filial piety." 1
16

Norman Palmer, "Makers of Modern China, VI. Chiang
Immovable 3tone," Current History , v. 16, January,

Kai-shek:
191*9,

P.

*.

17

Rosinger, op. clt.

,

pp. 1j9-£0#

18

Wright, op. cit., p.

£21*.
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In 191+9 wnen his troops either escaped the Communists or

joined them, he

bl;

med them for lack of morele.

morale he told them:

"V7e

To revive

must inherit our five thousand

year old culture and make it

guide to human progress. "^9

a

In short, instead of fighting for democracy and the people's

livelihood which were Sun's goals, Chiang fought the Japanese
and the Communists just to preserve the ancient traditions,

His reactionary attitude was succinctly expressed in what
he said:

"If we do not exterminate the red bandits, we cannot

preserve the old morals and ancient wisdom handed down from
our ancestors..." 20

Chiang fully expressed his reactionary attitude in his

major work, China's Destiny.

In the book Chiang claimed that

the most important cause for China's poverty, weakness and

backwardness was the aggression of the Oreat Powers which
pressed upon China unequal treaties which, instead, broke
China's traditions.

'^0

rebuild China he again urged the

revival of the ancient virtues.

The book quoted heavily of

Confucius* Kenclui and Sun Yat-sen.

reconstruction items

— psychological,

i'o

Sun's three

social and material, he

added two more: ethical and political.

In the Ethical

Reconstruction he added, he wanted to revive the ancient

19

Ibid.
20

Ibid.

,

p.

$2$.
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pao-ehia system

(a

rural political and 3ccial sjs ocn in

which the rich, land-owning class controlled and oppressed
the peasants), China's ancient virtues and the baaohlngl
of the ancient Chinese saints such as Confucius and

In the Political

lie const

iencius.

ruction he wanted the people to

sacrifice their material enjoyment and individual freedom,
and struggle for the common ^oel--the well-being of the

nation,

Chiang night well claim that he was expounding Sun's

teachings, but, in fact, he was twisting Sun's thought in a

way that completely lost the original mcanin

r.

While Sun

reiterated the Importance of his Material Reconstruction and
gave detailed plans for its execution, Chiang preferred Sun's

psychological and his own Ethical and Political reconstruction*
During the war time Chiang's government published

millions of the copies of the book, claiming it to be the
most important book ever since the Three Principles of the
People.

It became a required textbook in the schools of

different levels and
held by the

a

government.

required course in every examination
But the book was so anti-democratic

and anti-West that the Secretary of State, ^ean Acheson,

refused six Congressmen's request to translate it into
i

n -1?

M

Meln

sh.^
r
?

r

..8ter a

8:T)Uf "

translator, Philip J8ffe, was to call it

af China, and in his view the book became the

21

Chiang, on. cit., o. 18.
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bible o* the Nationalist reacts onpries who were "dlatlttguiohod
L oiling

Of China

1

?

ancient culture, particularly

the political ABd social concepts embodied in the Confucian
]

philosophy of life;" and

t

e

government of such people

claimed that "it Intends to 5ntrodu.ee democracy, when in
'ce it has followed a policy of bloody suppression of

civil liberties and has made extensive use of secret police
and concentration camps to enforce its system of 'thought

control'

22

ii

.

Of course this kind of reactionary attitude could not

possibly he accepted by all, especially the educated liberals.
But the way Chiang eleminated his opponents and dissenters

scared all and silenced all dissenting voices,

Nevertheless,

there was one exeention--Kadame Sun Yet-sen.
ladame Sua claimed to be the Idoologleal successor of

the Master.

deviation

She did not hesitate to attack Chiang for his

fprni

Sun'l teachings.

Early in 1927 she

--nade

the

"State-nent Issued in Protest Against the Violation of Sun

Yat-sen's Revolutionary Principles and Policies" in which she
said that Sun was earnest in trying to improve the peasants'

living conditions, hut today the peasants were suffering more

while Chiang fought his personal ambition. ^3

22

Ibid., pp. 11-13.
23

Soon

7;,

op.

cit., pp. 1-6.

in

1931 she
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attacked her own party in "The Kuomintang Is No Longer

a

Political Power," saying that tbe reactionary ^roup

surrounding Chiang Kai-shek was no more qualified to be
called a political party.
the "Statement

T

When the

4

-.ar

ended she issued

Trging Coalition '.government and an Appeal to

the American People to Stop Their Government from Militarily
Shi also attacked Confucianism

Aiding the Kuomintang."^''

which Chiang worshipped and tried to restore. 26

In short,

the articulate widow of the Master sincerely believed and

uttered that Chiang •vai-shek and the people around him were
doing anything to betray her late husband's teachings.
In conclusion, the Nationalists inherited the whole

mantle of Sun's legacy.

They glorified tneir great

revolutionary leader by making
of Sun's teachings.

a

national constitution out

The Constitution was fine,

"it provided

the framework for a more democratic regime, if the will to

implement it really existed." 2 ?

But that was exactly what

the followers of the faster did not have, as an American

scholar said:
As a matter of fact, the constitution could serve as a
workable basis for responsible representative govern;rent-if those who hold power had any desire for such

Zk

Ibid., pp. 27-31.
2^

Ibid.

,

pp. 180-I8i|.

Ibid.

,

pp. 92-104.

26

27

Palmer, op. cit.

,

p.

I4.
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government. The point is that they have no such
desire. The constitution wan "granted" in order to
allay a mounting discontent
e Chinese people,
on which the Communists were capitalizing, and, still
more, in order to meet criticism in Itffj— and thus
cret a larze American loan.^o
The Nationalists also inherited Sun Yat-sen's

Kuomintang, which Sun had imagined could ze
educate and democrat * ze China.

a

tool to unify,

But when he died the tool

became the master, and the party and the government were

corined.

"Since

-overnment and party were the same thing,

the army was a party

amy.

The Kuomintang controlled the

censorship; party work wes supported by government f~.nds;
Ft;

functionaries lived on public taxes.

And since all

other oar ties were outlawed, criticism of the Paiominl
bee MM

a

state offense. "^9

The party Sun created to be the

trustee of the Chinese people to bring China toward democracy
now became the owner and ruler of China.
As to Chiang Kai-shek, the protege of Sun Yat-sen,

his impact on the post-Sun Yat-sen Nationalists was perhaps

greater than the Master himself.

Bat his impact was

a

bad

one, because, according to his philosophy, he lived in a

wron* generation.

As observed by

a

historian,

could repeat words out of th* lexicon of democracy
when making public speecnes or talking to Americans,
2S

Peffer, op. clt.

,

p.

5>0.

?-9

Theodore H. White and Annalee Jacoby, Thunder Out
r
'ork: Villlm Sleana 'v~sociates, 191+6) , p. 97.
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but he had neither qndtntlfilling of democracy nor
sympathy with it. That th*<re should be division
of power Mai f or him beyond real comprehension or,
when comprehended, heretical. He may have thought
p.e was in fact medieval.
of himself as paternal*
Fe W8« an authoritarian of the nncient pattern, of
the Confucian pattern, without the sanctions and
restraints of the Con fuel fen moral code.^

"Chiang Kai-shek could not understand the revolution whose

creature he was... "31

devolution

— but

"He still spoke of

Kctionolist

p

the fact that the revolution involved the

will of the people escaped him."-3

E /en

though he mj

claim that he was the legitimate successor of the revolutionary
leader, he stood too far to the right of his predecessor and
too above the suffering masses to really appreciate

-

un ¥at-

sen's aspirations*

What Chiang did after Sun's death and after his taking
the supreme power in his hands wss utililin

facade

or acquiring his personal ambition.

,

Sun's popular
"The Generalissimo

was the key man in the one-party dictatorship which governed
in the name of ^un

Yat-sen."^

Respite his repeated promises

to clesn his government of corruption, squeeze and nepotism,

and carry out Sun's social and economic reforms, nothing had

been achieved.

nted by

a

political scientist shortly

30

Nathaniel Peffer, The Far East (Ann Arbor:
of Michigan, 19*8), p. kk$»
31

White, op. cit.

p.

,

xv.

32

Ibid.

,

p.

122.

33

Palmer, op. cit.

,

p.
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before his debacle in China,
Under Chiang Kai-shek the government became
increasingly autocratic, relying more and more on
military support, and paying only lip service to the
social and economic aims of the revolution as expounded
by Sun Yat-sen. 3U
While the Communists were confiscating the landlords'
lands and distributed them to the poor peasants in the area

under their domain, the numerous poor peasants tended to look
upon Chiang's new promise as another farce.

alienated, Chiang was digging his own grave.
of Sun's widow was too true.

*'ith

the masses

The prediction

As early as 1927 3he said:

Whether the present Kuomintang at this moment rises to
the height of its ideals and courageously finds a
revolutionary corrective for its mistakes, or whether
it slumps into the shamefulness of reaction and
compromise, the Three Principles of Sun Yat-sen will
conquer in the end. Revolution in China is inevitable. 35
As the Nationalists were turning toward restoration, another

revolution, this time a communist revolution, was to come up
and sweep across the land of 600 million.

Sun Yat-sen and the Communists

Sun Yat-sen and the Communists were mutually
influenced.

Through association Sun was influenced by the

Russian Communists.

It was through Sun that the weak,

insubstantial Chinese Communists were able to survive and grow

3h

Ibid.

,

pp. 1-2.

35

Soong, op. clt.

,

p. 6.

I
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In number.

Bll utoplan half-Chinese, half-Western socialism

was a springboard toward the communization of China.
In his early revolutionary years Sun was influenced

by

t> e

Russian Communists.

He was fascinated by Marx*

aspirations to struggle for the suffering working class of the
world.

He also admired the Russian revolutionaries who tried

to establish a communist country and Implement Marxian

ideology in Russia.

His writings indicated that he had some

contacts with the Russian revolutionaries in England in his
exile year in 1907.
His interest in Russia and his contacts with the

Russians were early.

In 190£, soon after the February

Revolution, ^un cabled the new government to congratulate the
success of the revolution.

Again, in 1917 > when the Communists

took over the government, Sun cabled Lenin to congratulate him
on his success.

In the later contacts Sun expressed his

admiration of Russia's progress.

In return,

praised Sun for his anti-imperialist spirit.

the Communists

The intimate

contacts were an Important factor which later urged Sun to
adopt the policy of "Alliance with Russia and Cooperation with
the Communists."

The Russian Communists adhered to their anti-imperialist

Dolicy and avowed to rid Russia of Czarist imperialism.

In

1919, the Soviet government Issued the "Manifesto to the

Chinese People" In which the Communists offered to return all
territories wrongfully taken from the Manchus by the Czars,
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renounce the Boxerindemnity and the control of the railway
In Manchuria, and give up extraterritoriality and other

unjustified special privileges. 3° It was the time when Sun's

military 'Government in Canton was Ignored and his aspirations
to unify and reconstruct China were ridiculed by the -Great

Powers.

A friend in need is a friend indeed.

Sun gratefully

shook the friendly hand offered by the Soviet government.
In China the Communists began to appear soon after
the Communist revolution in Russia,

communist movement was

a

At the beginning, the

patriotic aspiration to save China.

Some intellectuals began to form Marxist study groups.

1'hia

kind of association was popular at Peking University, the
leading educational Institution at that time.

And the

prominent leaders were two professors, Chen Tu-hsiu and
Li Ta-chao.

In 1919 when the decision of the Paris Peace

Conference reached China and the May Fourth Movement followed,
communist and communist sympathizers were numerous among the
agitators.

But these communists were Chinese Communists.

Often their aspirations for Chinese nationalism were stronger
than their aspirations for social reform.

They would have

liked to reform Chinese society according to the Marxian
theory.

3ut, at the same time, they found that Sun's

Nationalism which urged the struggle for the elevation of
China's international status admirable and his moderate
"communism" without violent means attractive.

So, in many

cases the Communists found that they could also follow Sun's

—
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policy*

An American scholar even went further to say that

the Chinese Communists vjero Sun Yat-senists, not Marxists.
Bt said:

"Not Marxism but tha perversion o p

Yat-senism

r.un

the original philosopny of the republican and nationalist

revolut!on--has recruite-3 Communists.'

The compatibility

of Sun's ideology with communism was the second important

factor that later urged Sun to allow the Communists to be
the members in his Kuomintang.

In Russia, the Communist revolutionaries also had

early interest in China as

conuni^t revolution.

a

potential locality for the

Lenin, though he knew little about

China end was occupied with revolutionary activities,
"before the Russian revolution.

articles on China.

"™

.

.had written

a

scant dozen

in his famous book, Imperialism the

Highest Stage of Colonialism , Lenin predicted the inevitability
of the communist revolution in the colonial or semi-colonial

areas such as India and China.

He approved Sun Yat-sen's

"bourgeois-democratic" revolution, for he thought that it was
a

necessary step toward the communist revolution.

After

Lenin's death, Trotsky's "permanent revolution" theory gained
strong Influence.

Trotsky thought that the time wis ripe for

the communist revolution in China, and Russia should help

37
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promote it.

Following Trotsky's exile, Stalin implemented

his theory of "socialism in one country" which theoretically

implied less attention to the communist revolutions in other

countries.

But Stnlin never ignored China, a

neighbor end potential ally.

'identic

It was under Stalin's direction

that the first Soviet envoy was sent to China.

Following several other unsuccessful missions, the
Soviet Government sent Adolf Joffe to China in 1922.

January, 1922 he arrived in Shanghai where Sun had

a

In

temporary

residence following Chen Chiung-min's rebellion in Canton.

Following their conversations, the famous "Sun-Jof'fe Manifesto"
was issued:
Dr. Sun Yat-sen holds that the communistic order, or
even the Soviet system, cannot actually be introduced into
China because there do not exist the conditions for the
successful establishment of either communism or
Sovietism. This view is entirely shared by Mr. Joffe, who
is further of the opinion that China's paramount and most
pressing problem is to achieve national unification and
attain full national independence; and regarding this
great task he hss assured Dr. Sun Yat-sen that China has
the warmest sympathy of the Russian people and can count
on the support of Russia... 39

Further talks resulted in exchange of missions when Sun
returned to power in Canton in February, 1923.

^mong the

lieutenants Sun sent to Russia to study most had favorable
opinions about the Soviet regime, but there was one notable

39

Stephen Chen and Robert Payne, Sun Yat-sen, a
Portrait (New York: The John Day Company, 19i|6), pp. 197-198.
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exception, Chiang Kai-shek*

Though Chiang did not like

the communist ideolo-ry, he learned

a

lot of the communist

tactics, such as secret policy, party control of the

government and placement of political commissars in the armed
forces, which were later fully utilized in his re
In January, 1921+ Michael Borodin, an astute political

organizer who stayed In the

Jnited States and England long

enough to speak fluent English* was sent by Moscow to Canton
to help Sun 'iat-sen.

A n intimate relationship soon developed

between f3orodin and Sun, and the former was trusted and relied
on by the latter*

Urged by Horodin, Sun began to reorganize

his Kuomintang, modelling it on the Russian Communist party.

For a long time the Kuomintang was only loosely organized and
disciplined, and most of its members adventures seeking selfinterests rather th?m r evolutionary ideal3.

The success of

the Russian Co'imunist party In promoting the communist

revolution and rebuilding a corrupt and backward country
inspired Sun to reorganize his own party.

In the reorganization,

party discipline, propaganda effort and widening of the popular

Chiang wrote back from Russia, warning Sun that
Russia could not be relied on.
Sut Sun* s pro-ooviet policy
was unshakable.
It's ironical that in 192^. shortly before
his death, Sun would write Chiang, n die-h- rd cnti-coiinunia t,
saying "...Today we must learn from the Russian revolution...
If we don't imitate Russia, our party's revolution will to ver
have any success..."
orks of
Sat Sun Yat.-aen, The Selected
Sun Yat-sen (Peking) People's Press, 19^2), p.
76.
'J
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basis with central control (democratic centralism) were

stressed.^ 1

-l'o

promote the party's unity Borodin ur^ed

Sun to call the First National Conference of the Kuomintang,
and most of the important resolutions passed by the Conference

were drafted by Borodin.

Borodin also ur^ed Sun to rejuvenate

the Kuomintang by admitting

th*-

fervent Communists and

members of other splinter political parties into the Kuomintang.
Besides the party, Sun also rebuilt the Canton Government

according to the Russian pattern.

The government was so

sovietized that a Harvard scholar called it the "Chinese
Soviet Republic ."^ 2

Impressed by the important role of the

Red Army in the Russian Revolution, ^un also set up Whampoa

Military Academy to build

a

powerful army for the revolution.

It was in this period of Russian influence that Sun

developed his "Three Cardinal Policies": alliance with Russia,
I

cooperation with the Communists, support for the peasants and
workers.

The Three Cardinal Policies were considered the new

interpretations of Sun's Three Principles of the People:

Nationalism was explained as alliance with Russia against
imperialism; admission of other parties' members into the

Kuomintang to foster Democracy; support for the peasants and

Tsui Shu-chin and Others, ^un Yat-sen and Communism
(Republic of China: Book World Co., 1965), pp. 53-61.

Holcombe, op. clt., p.

I81j..
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the workers to implement the People's Livelihood,

The new

policies, though accepted by all factions at that time,

became controversial after Sun'a death in 192£.

Later when

the ri rht-wing faction headed by Chiang -{ai-shek rose to
r

power, the

t'

ree new policies were ignored,

l'he

Communists

charged that Chiang and his people had betrayed the revolution
'

and Span's teachings, while the Wat onalists arrrued that Sun
had no intention of maintaining permanent alliance with

Russia and thet the Communists lacked sincerity to work with
the i'ationalists.

Sun's opinion of communism was the most disputed
topic.

In the lectures on his Third Principle, he wrote long

paragraphs dealing with communism.

Apparently he was greatly

fascinated by the ideal world of communism.

It was this

fascination that made him say:
The Principle of Livelihood is socialism, it is communism,
it is Utopianism.43

Communism is a very high ideal of social reconstruction...
Communism is an ideal of livelihood, while the Min-sheng
Principle is practical communism. There is no real
difference between the two principle s--communism and
Min-Sheng--the difference lies in the methods by which
they are applied. kk
They (the Kuomintang comrades) do not realize that our
Principle of Livelihood is a form of communism. It is

Sun Yat-sen, San Mln Chu I , trans.
rank Price
(Chungking, China: Ministry of bducation, 19U3)
p. 36i|.
kk
Ibid. , p. U16.
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not s form that originated with Marx... The first society
formed by man was a communistic society and the primitive
as;e was a communistic as$eJ*5
No doubt Sun laaglnad that the -oal of the People's Livelihood

would be

a

communistic one.

not a pure communism and that

mistaken and contradictory.

But he thought that Marxism was
larx's teachings were often

The communism of Karl Marx and

Friedrich En.^els, as shown in the Communist Manifesto,
subscribed to the ideas of the class stru^^le, the proletarian
dictatorship, dialectical materialism and the withering away
of the state.

Sun agreed to none of these.

He preferred

a

primitive communism which he believed existed in primitive
In such

society.

a

society people shared property, cooperated

and coexisted peacefully without class distinction and struggle.

From the 3un-Joffe Manifesto we can see that Sun did not
believe that the communism established in Russia was suitable
for China.

But from his later policies in Canton he apparently

thought that the Russian Communists were more reliable than
the Western imperialists and the ideal communist system was

superior to other political systems.
In his early revolutionary years Sun did not seem to

give much attention to the application of the communist theory
to China, though he often expressed his admiration for Marx's

profundity and magnanimity, and the unfailing efforts of the
Russian revolutionaries.

Ibid.

,

p. 1*29.

But when the western Powers failed

.
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to assist

&m

In his plan for Chinese reconstruction, he

accepted Russian offers to send advisers and exchange
missions.

7
'

GOauuni»«
death.

e

began to identify his socialism as

a

kind of

He did not ehanga his pro-soviet policy until hil

The last message he left in this world was a letter

to the "oviet Government

,

trusting it his Kuomintans* followers

and the unfinished revolution. *&

Sun's ideas were generally acceptable to thf Chinese

Communists, but they d d not consider them perfect,
T

'a them,

Sun's "bourgeois- democratic" revolution was the first step

toward the communist revolution, and Sun was ^oins; the rir;ht

direction, though not far and fast enough.

'lth this idea in

mind Mao Tse-tung, celebrating the ninetieth anniversary of
Sun's birth, paid tribute to the ^reat "bourgeois-democratic"

revolutionary:
Let us pay tribute to the memory af our ^reat
revolutionary predecessor. Dr. Sun Yat-?enl
Let us pay tribute to his memory for his steadfast
struggle aia^nst the Chinese reformists (the Cang*Llaag
^roup) .
Let us pay tribute to his memory for the great work
he did in leading the people to overthrow the monarchy
and found the Republic...
Save for a handful of reactionaries, all the Chinese
of our day are heirs to the revolutionary cause which
Dr. Sun Yat-scn worked for,
VJe completed the
democratic revolution left unfinished
by D*« uin; we have developed it into a socialist
revolution, which we are now in the course of completing. **•
.

Sun, Selected >>orks , p. 922.
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Mao, unlike Chiang who ruled in the name of Sun

Yat-sen, did not claim that he completely accepted Sun's
teachings, but he repeatedly indicated that he admired the

revolutionary hero.

In Edgar Snow's interview, Mao said that

Sun's impact on him was early.

He said:

I learned also of S U n

Yat-sen at this time, and of the
program o^ Tung Meng-Hui. The country was on the eve
of the First Revolution.
I was agitated so much that
I wrote an article, which I posted on the school wall.
It was my first expression of a political opinion, and
it was somewhat muddled,
I had not yet given up my
admiration of Kan Yu-wei and Liang Chi-chao. I did
not clearly understand the differences between them.
Therefore in my article I advocated that Sun Yat-sen
must be called back from Japan to become President of
a new Government, that Kang Yu-wei made Premier, and
Liang Chi-chao Minister of Foreign Affairs! 1
*

It was in 1911, and Mao was eighteen.

about the event:

An author commented

"The naive by of this proposal was obvious,

and understandably it was the last time that its author spoke
in favor of Kang and Liang.

"^

But Mao did not cease admiring or talking of Sun Yatsen,

He seemed much impressed with Sun's magnetic personality,

unselfish efforts and revolutionary fervor.

On the occasion

of Sun's ninetieth anniversary birthday he said:
Dr. Sun was a modest man,
I heard him speak on
many occasions and was impressed by the grandeur of his

mind . .
His whole life was devoted heart and soul to the
rebuilding of China. Of him it could be said that he gave

w

Edgar ^now, Red Star Over China (New Xork: Grove
Press, 1961), p. 13^.
h9
Jerome Chen, Mao and the Chinese Revolution (London:
Oxford ''niversity Press, 1965) , p. 30.
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his best, n;ave his all till his heart ceased to beat $0
The Keds liked to look at Sun's teachings with the

Marxian viewpoint.

Sun Vat-sen'

8

San Kin Chu l...were not

the San Min Chu I of Chiang Kai-shek, for the

*'o^f

nJ
to the* their own Marxist interpretation,

Mao and his

followers talked more about Sun'

a

brought

later left-leaning ideas
When

and policies than any otaer parts of Sun's teachings.

Chiang \si-r,hek was kidnapped In Sian in 1936 anl his captors,
Including the Communists and other elements, demands d Chiang
to "Put into effect the will of Dr.

Sun Yat-sen" the

were thinking of Sun's Three Cardinal Policies.

rieds

Rut the

policies of alliance with Russia, cooperating with the
Communists and supporting the peasants and the workers were

beyond Chiang's comprehension or too far to the left to bo
tolerated.
The way the Communists explained Sun's will was that

Sun was actually sympathetic with the proletariat and wanted

alliance with Russia, for he said:

"

...To attain this goal the

people must be aroused and we must associate ourselves in a
common stru^rrle with all the peoples of the world who treat us
as eouals."

Apoarently Mao thought that he was implementing

Sun* a teachings, as he said:

*4ao,

op.

cit.

p.

,

11.

Si

-now, op. cit.

,

p. i+76#
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Sun Yat-sen's revolutionary Three People's Princioles,
abandoned by th« aomintang reactionaries, were upheld
by the Chinese people, the Chinese Communists and other
Dr.

-ocrats.52
Later* on the eve of his total victory, he said:

Twenty-four years have passed since Sun Yat-sen's
death, and the Chinese revolution, led by the Conmunist
party of China, has made tremendous advances both In
theory and practice and has radically changed the fece
Up to now the principal and fundamental
of China,
°roerience the Chinese people have gained is twofold:
(1) Internally, arouse the masses of the people. ••
(2) txtemslly, unite in a common stru^le with
those nations of tho world which treat us as equals...^-*
In I9i|^» when the anti-Japanese war was near the
end, Mao advocated a coalition government after the war, and

expounded his theory of New Democracy. He thought that the
best way to solve China's problem at that time was to unite
and establish

•.rties

a

new-democratic state in which all

classes should be equally treated and protected in order to
le for the common goal.

no's ideal.

dictator:-

Of course, proletarian
But he thought New Democracy

was most appropriate for the post-war China.
stage that

by Sua*

?

*ao

'ao

It was at this

completely agreed with or was greatly influenced

said:

The new-democratic politics we advocate consists
in the overthrow of foreign oppression and feudal and
loist opores;-ion within the country and the setting

of

-is

p.

iW.

Anne iremantle (ed.), Mao Tse-tung: An Anthology
(Mew York: The New American Library, 1962}

i-iritinss

53

Ibid.

,

p.
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up of a political system, not of the democracy of the
did typo but of the united front of all democratic
classes. These views of ours are completely in accord
with Dr. s un Yat-sen'n view on revolution. >h
In short, what Mao wanted wa3 to have a coalition

government to replace the Kuomintan~ dictatorship.
>

Tn the

coalition government Mao hoped the Communist party would
have its voice.

acnintang

He demanded the termination of the

dictatorship and the convening of a national assembly in
which the popularly elected representative viould nave the
supre-ie legislative power.

Here one night convincingly ar ue that lae had no
sincere belief in Sun's teachings and was actually usin* them
as a tool for the ascendance of the Communists.

But,

whether he was sincere or not, he was not championing
militarism.

At least in this decisive period he was advocating

democratic means to solve the problems in China,
Mao's moderate ideas end his temporary agreement to
Sun* a solutions of China's problems indicated that

follove?! would have been satisfied
ratle" state

''

a

kind-hearted man,

ao and hia

t^e "bourgeole-

glnad and tried to build*

-r

would have abandoned

which would then be

wit.'

I

cor..

and.

Ibid., p. 156.

i

and

is ire proletarian revol

Ideal or Utopia.

>'co

was

had no Intention to eliminate his
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enemy with dirty means. 55

Had not the situation compelled

him to do so, he mi?ht not have used arms to achieve his
goal. But as the Kuomintang was unwilling to yield the

dictatorial power and suppressed all dissenters, armed
struggle became the only way to solve the problem.
As his armies were sweeping over China, Mao became

tougher, and was becoming more militant.

In June, 19^9,

his report to the Communist party congress was entitled
"On the People's Democratic Dictatorship", no more "New

Democracy".

From the united front of different classes he

shifted to proletalian dictatorship.

He said:

"You are leaning to one side." Exactly. The forty
years' experience of Sun Yat-sen and the twenty-eight
years' experience of the Communist Party have taught
us to lean to one side, and we are firmly convinced that
in order to win victory and consolidate it we must lean
to one side.
"You are dictatorial." My dear sirs, you are right,
that is just what we are.
AH the experience the
Chinese people have accumulated through several decades
teaches us to enforce the people's democratic dictatorship, that is, to deprive the reactionaries of the ^right
to speak and let the people alone have that right.5°

An interesting contrast between Chiang and >Iao was
drawn by Anne l-remantle: On April 12 (1927), Chiang Kai-shek
suddenly attacked the organized workers in Shanghai and killed
over four thousand. "No Northern General would have dared kill
so many in his territory," remarked an eyewitness. Mao Tsetung: An Anthology of His Writings , p. xxix. He (Mao) lectured
Abbas (Algerian leader) on the need of persuading and
"They should not be killed.
re-educating people opposed to him.
It is a mistake to believe that by physically eliminating
can
serve a revolutionary
traitors or enemy prisoners, you
cause." (pa^re xlvil).
56
Ibid., pp. 183-191.
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Now Mao was ruling China in the name of the people who were

identified with Sun Yat-sen, contrary to thirty years ago

when Chiang Kai-shek ruled in the name of Sun Yat-sen who
was identified with Confucius.

There are many similarities between Sun Yat-senism
and Marxism-Leninism, though in many cases Sun was more

moderate.

Sun learned a lot from the theory and practice

of Marxism-Leninism, digested and produced his own theory.
As he was growing older and getting more influence from the

Soviet Union he became more sympathetic with the masses and

leaned more toward the left.

It was at this point he died.

It was also at this point that the Communists claimed to

succeed him.

Because Sun leaned to the left at the time of

his death, the Communists had legitimate reason to claim to

inherit his ideological legacy.
The Communism in China was not pure Marxism-Leninism,
It was a mixture of Marxism-Leninism and "Sinoism".

Mao was

not the one who carried out the first communist policy in

Much of what the Communists were doing had actually

China.

been advocated by Sun, except, p rhaps, the Communists went
a

step further.

wanted

a

The Communists endorsed Nationalism and

strong China which would help small nations of the

world against imperialism.

The Communists also had Democracy,

though it was "Peopled Democracy."

In short, either in form

or in spirit the Communists were doing or saying much of what

Sun had done and said before.

It mi T ht be fair to say that

Ill*

Chinese Communism was one third Marxism-Leninism, one third
Sun Yat-senism nnd

noism."

Finally, one might ask, should Sun Yat-sen be

responsible for the Communist take-over of China?

Possibly,

Sun mi ^ht be able to exterminate the Communists in China,
but he did not and would not.

His policy of cooperation with

the Communists gave the latter a rood chance to grow.
it was not a wrong policy.

widen the popular basis of

But

The policy, which was intended to
trie

Nstional Government for

a

united effort to reconstruct China, was a right policy in
the right time.

Modern examples indicate that communist

parties can be peaceful oarties and can coexist with other

moderate political parties under

a

democratic government.

But, if Sun were to be blamed, he should be blamed for his

failure to cultivate a prominent liberal leader to succeed
him.

Because he failed to do this, the government the party

fell into the hands of the militarists and reactionaries who
did not understand the revolution.
The rapid rise of the Communists occured in the

post-Sun period.

China under Chiang Kai-shek's Government,

which "had all the nastiness of a dictatorship without a
dictatorship's efficiency, "*' W as actually
Communists.

a

hot-bed for the

Farly in 19U7 an American scholar reported:

The young men, the men of spirit or those who despair,

*7

Peffer, The Far East , p. 292.
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see no alternative to the Kuomintang except the
Communists. .Since the Kuomintang has repelled them
beyond recall, youn,^ men of vigor and idealism are
turning to the Communists. . .Chi tug Kai-shek, the
Kuomintang, and the present ruling class are doin^
of
all they can
^" to throw China into the arms
Communism.
.

If that was the case, then Chiang Kai-shek, rather than Sun

7at-sen, should be responsible for the final victory of the
Communists.

58
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CHAPTER

IV

CONCISION

For forty years Sun Yat-sen struggled for the Chinese

Revolution.

He agitated to overt nrow

and succeeded after numerous failures.

build

a

new China.

a

corrupt government
He also aspired to

But he failed to build

a

viable republic,

and China fell into the hands of militarists and, finally,

communists.
Sun's noble personality was unquestionable.
'orpook his personal p-lory

arid

He

happiness in order to pursue

the welfare of the Chinese people.

In contrast to the petty

warlords and selfish satraps of hia time, Sun's noble heart
will always be remembered and appreciated by the Chinese
people.
Sun's unfailing determination and continuous efforts

succeeded in

'ringing down the Manchu regime, which Sun

considered to be the enemy of the Chinese people and the
obstacle of China's progress.

His admirable efforts resulted

in a new era In China's history,

the Revolution of 1911.

The role Sun played in the Chinese Revolution was

prominent and vital one.

a

He was not a mere product of his age.

He helped create his age and the ages to come.

He was not

merely another unknown soldier in the tide of history.

He
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assumed an utterly important role in the tumultuous

revolution in China,

Without Sun as

a

a.^e

of

catalyst and director,

the revolution sight have happened and the Republic been

built, but with Sun, the revolution quickened its step and
was guided toward tbe correct direction.
'

ot only we?

oolitlcal theorist.

Sxjdq

a

political activist, he was also a

His political theory was the guldt of

the new China which he aspired to build.

He thought that the

new China needed "Nationalism," "Democracy", and "People's

Livelihood."

Expoundin.a; the three items he wrote his famed

Three Principles of the People .
Sun's Nationalism was aimed at inculcating the Chinese

people with national consciousness and elevating China's

international status.

Sun thought that the Chinese people had

the same ethnic origin and should cooperate to build a strong

nation.

To achieve thia, Sun thought that the people should

be taught about their long cultural traditions.

Sun wanted

to preserve some of the Chinese traditions, the old virtues,

the profound philosophy, and humane ethics.

them should be preserved.

But not all of

The corruption of the officials,

the dictatorial rule of the royal families over the whole

country, and feudalism, all of these Sun considered out-ofdate and should be discarded.
./hen a

nation i3 unified and strong, its international

status will naturally be elevated.

To elevate China's

international status, Sun's first step was to unify and make
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Etealdei that, Sun planned to eliminate the

China stron*.

unequal treat ies, to solicit international loans to develop
China, and to promote international peace.

After China's unification and the elevation of ita
international status, Sun planned to carry out democracy In
China.

Sun thought that democracy was the only choice for

China, and the only way to save China was to get rid of the

deep-rooted monarchy and establish

a

republic.

Besides,

he said, democracy was the contemporary world tide, and

China could not and should not

to

against the world tide.

In his "Chinese Democracy" Sun hoped to implement

the Western democratic ideas of thet time.

The people were

to have four soverl^n powers--election, recall, initiative
and referendum--and the government was to be endowed with

five administrative powers--executive, legislative, judicial,

"control," and "Examination."

Sun Imagined that a high-

oowered government with the five administrative powers could
b* efficient and able, but at the same time it could al30 be

checked effectively by the soverign people.

Thu3, checks

and balances produced Sun's ideal government.

After

a

democracy was established in China, Sun planned

to set up a socialist economic system.

To avoid confusion and

to promote understanding amon^ the Chinese masses,

n

nvn

used

"People's Livelihood" to replace "socialism." Sun's "People's

Livelihood" was aimed st promoting socialism in China.
considered Marx

a

Sun

-rest socialist, and admired his profundity

"
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and his "scientific" theory.

notion of class string
to achieve communism.

-le

Hut he was a-ralnst Marx's

and tze u3e of revolutionary means

Sun thought that his People's

Livelihood was a kind of conmunism,

a

future, peaceful

communism without class itruggl* and bloodshed.
ideal, but not to be carried out too soon.

It was an

When everything

had been carried out as planned, Sun imagined the q;oal,

a

communist world, would be the result*
"/hen

!

Sim began to expound his Three Principles, ho

thought that China was ready to accept his ideas and that the

Three Principles could be carried out easily.
met resistance.

But soon he

To overcome the resistance and other obstacles

Son formulated "The Program of National Reconstruction,"

including "Psychological Reconstruction," "Social Reconstruction,
and "Material Reconstruction."

These reconstruction items

were aimed at building the Chinese Republic and carrying out
the Three Principles of the People.

Sun's pro
timely.

;raia

to build a new China was appropriate and

Nationalism was much needed in the day when China

was divided, disgraced, and the Chinese people suffered under
the economic and political pressures of the Oreat Powers*

Jemocracy was the only way

zo

save China from decaying and

the Chinese people from suffering under the rule of the corrupt
raonarchs.

socialism.

The People's Livelihood would lead China to

China would certainly be a strong, unified,

democratic state if

Itm'f

'itionalism, Jemocracy and People's
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Mvelihood could be Implemented,
Both In his
c.o -.bi

N

tionalism

itld

I

M

nc;,

n

nation of Chinese ond Western elements.

hat'onallsm he thought thet there would be

the

I

revival of

l

of the old Chinese virtues and ethlc.il a'.finlsria,

cial to the Chinese people,

waste

Thr
pa**t

tnd that this

la his writings he

devoted Ion; passages to the discussion of the merits of

traditional Chinese virtues,

not a

.'as

reactionary and had no Indention to revive the whole set of tne
Chinese traditions at the expense of modernity, his argument
'or the op-tlal revival o f the Chinese tredltiooe legitimized

the attitude of the traditionalists

Inese trod^t^'ons.
the

;

wr.o

preferred total revival

artial or selective revival of

virtues was eltner difficult or impo -~iblo, for

o<

the whole set of the fecial philosophy
and partially revlvei.
a

new China.

atod

It was out-of-date end detrimental to

As a revolutionary Sun should have advocated total

modernisation and ignored the archaic philosophy.

Bil a tempt

to synthesize the traditional and mo ,ern elements created
;

confusion and contradiction in his political tho :
In his plan for

emocracy "un created

a

ive-Power

Constitution, adding two traditional Chinese institutions
(cens -re and examination systems)
instlt' tlon3

— executive,

to three western political

legislature and judiciary.

this shows Sun* I attempt to combine the oil
r^tern

Ideas,

tad

'ain,

the new,

Nevertheless, the attempt created
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nothing new but more confusion.

tv-o

ffe*

unnecessary.
worked well.

without the two elements
ltt%

ied

I

to the three governmental powers were re

riant

i

t

-sit.rn spa tern

c-

with the two aider' elements Bua'l

constit itlon never worked.

human heed, Son created

s

Jolnlo

|

Hi— 1

an

eople's Livelihood Sua ima -ined
economic system In which
en

a,tent,

was to work

hody to

a

sphinx, not a nan.
a

socialist

.'zen, wit

rnment as

"or the whole people and would

supported by the whole people.

e

This kind of Utopian world
un should not have

was too idealistic to be practical*

forgotten that the China of the early twentieth cent

was

irj

still a fe idal society with a privileged class exploit
and the masses Suffering*

How could

society like that be

i

peacefully transformed to a communist-like society in
oeriod?

someday

"ere, in "act, Son was dreaming;
a

;

e was

a

far ahead to be conscious

o**

dreaming that

too

the obstacles under his nose.

HO looked forward to the achievement of

communist world

a

while the exploiting class was unwilling to
i

I,

|

-rive

up its

wanted the people to execute their

sovereign powers while ignorance prevailed
planned to establish

a

Chinese Democracy w

warlords were dividing the nation and
interest*

ort

communist society would be established la China*

Sun was an overly ambitious person*

orivV

s-

To look upon Sun's Three

I

r-

.

ille

e

the pott\
or their self-

iples as ideals or
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goals for China was ^ine.

But to carry them out as a

solution to China's problem in that complicated situation
was beyond possibility.

Later

-*un

realized the difficulty

and planned preparations and steps to implement his ideals.

But they were, in Shakespeare's words,

r,

much ado about

nothing," for China was not ready to accept his Utopian ideals.
Sun's thought ranged from traditionalism of the far

right to communism of the far left,

±'his

wide ran^e of Sun's

political legacy caused heated ideological disputes between
the Nationalists and the Communists.

Both sides claimed to

be Sun's legitimate successors and that they had inherited

Sun's political legacy*
Sun'

s

Each side cut off

a little

part of

thought and asserted that this part was the best of

Sun's thought and avowed to follow this part of ->un's teachin
The official Nationalist interpretation of Sun's

thought was that Sun was

a

revivalist.

To them S un 's

Nationalism was more important than his Democracy and People's
Livelihood.

Chiang Kai-shek, the leader of the Nationalists,

repeatedly promised to follow Sun's Democracy and People's
Livelihood, but he wanted first of all, the Chinese people
to study and revere their long, glorious history, to revive

and observe their virtuous traditions.
an impossibility.

Apparently this was

In China's long history the privileged

class had been the oppressor and exploiter of the masses, and
the kaleidoscopic rituals were their tools for suppressing the

people.

If China's traditions were to be revived, there was

s.

123

no posai Cor democr«cy or social 1 sm.

By the same token,

d^morrscy and socialism were to be carried

o-it

if

in China,

t

e

Chiang* I reiteration of

old traditions must "irst be buried.

the Chinese traditions and bit preference for than over the

modern ideas of democracy end socialism indicatrd that he had
n's democracy and People's

no intention to Li

Chiang light nave made -any utterances decorated

Livelihood.

with democratic and socialist terminology, rut thsj were just
facade for his personal rule and his reactionary attit

a

Superficially

The

was founded by Sun) most

,,r

f

'')n's

af

Rollovers;

"u^'s thought.

wole

Nationalists inherited the

t- e

mantle o" Sun's legacy.

omintana; (Nationalist party)

'

qt ionalist leaders were

"orderly

the Nationalist constit atiOfl wa^ a

But ths Nationalist policy a^te^

~>mary

3

CI

'^al-sbek's assumption of the supreme power in China did not

^ollow Sun's teachin-s.
vat to

:se

tfhftt

Chiang and his follow, rs did

Sun's teachings to legitimize

Sun would have oopoaed.

post-Sun Nationalists sould easily find
dictatorship,
and his

a

Hctatorsnip which

In Bun'l widely ran-'in? tear
j

ist< f icat* on

for their

ey were not following Sun's tp

general xoals.

They were only keepin

-

'.'un's

Mnor

ideas while imorin^ his major points.
v.'hile

t^e Nationalists were reiterutinr &UB V 1 Nationalism,

the Communists claimed that

t

r

center of

in's

thought

•Opls'f Livelihood Mhiah Baa hod ra'i was socialism «nd
Indeed, in his

>ople's Livelihood

ra

1

un adopted socialist and

121*

:ist

ideas

ch as state control of the lend and the

s

supply of the people's daily necessities by the state.
These liens were similar to
stru^ led for.

trie

ideas that the Communists

But the Communists, like the Nationalists,

also Ignored oart of Sun's teachings.

Concerning Hun's

onalism, the Communists did not like Sun's advocacy of

K'atl

the revival of the Chinese traditions, though they also

aspired to stm^Tle for the elevation of China's interMao Tf -t

national status.

•

,

:<ie

leader o" the

Hi— unlit!

also wanted to have democracy in China, but his democracy
was People's
like

)emo.

racy--a dictatorship in disguise.

again,

Nationalists, the Communists were actually ualmg

>;he

un's Democracy 83 a facade

"or

the communist dictators ip#

They cut out the left part of 3un's wide teachings, and

avowed to observe this part as representing Sun's whole th
y

doing

fehil

t'

ey were also only following Sun's minor ideas

while Ignoring Sun's main ideas and -toala.
Tn short, Sun's political fchOttght we- a ?;ood facade

for

t'^e
•<-ll

ail

?

?

at5.onal! st revivalism and the Communist radicalism.

served the purpos*»l
.

it

o''

the

rationalists and the

neither the Nationalists nor the Communists

had the indention to folio* Sun's teachings completely, though
hot^ eompeted for the logltlnOOy of bcin:^ Sun's f llowers.

They dissected Sun's thought and adopted

a

twisted its meaning to fit their purposes.

part of it and

Though both sides

claimed to be Sun's true foil uers, they were, in a sense,
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Sun's betrayers.
Son outlined admirable rroals for

a

new China.

Ill

roals were consistent bat Idealistic, hence t-ey were

difficult to carry out.

Aside fro-, bll

;>;oals,

".any of Sun's

ideas were shallow, inconsistent, and often contradictory.
It 1s the tragedy of China that Sun's cherished

?oals should

be ignored and that his perplexing te^chin^s have become

pretexts for extremism.

t

e
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Sun Yat-sen, the founder of the Republic of China,
was one

pjf

century.

the greatest revolutionaries of the twentieth

His revolutionary ef Porta OhADgtd the old China.

He also aspired to build

"om

But hit short life

n*w China.

a

prevented hla accomplishing the

$reat task.

in 1666 in a traditional Chinese f amlly, Sun,

nevertheless, received a thorough western educe 1 5 on.
to achool in Hawaii and studied

education opened his eyes

*:o

nedicine in

on

went

e

on?.

Hla

the modern world and inspired

him to overthrow the corrupt Manchu

i

mpire and attempt to

reform the backward China.
Sua* I revolutionary activities started in his early

life.
a

In Macao

find

on-

on^ his medical profession was only

cover for his underground activities.

•

oon he

gfrvaj

uo his

medical profession and devoted himself completely to the

revolutionary task.

Inside and outside China he organized and

led armed rebellions against the

frustrated, but never

d1

-ancniu

scours -ed^ him.

followed by another attempt.

regime.
i-aeh

-allures

failure was

He experienced ten miserable

failures before he finally brou :ht

hjwn the

ime.

After the devolution in 1911, §UD continued hla
revolutionary efforts, first
unify and rebuild China.

a

'ainst Yuan Shih-kai,

then to

'Ms atrug le stopped with the end

of hia life.

Throughout his life Sun had only one ambit ion-- to
unify and rebuild China.

T

*

e

^sve up his personal <;lory to

seek the welfare of the Chinese people.

Though he did not

succeed as much as he intended, his aspirations were always

praiseworthy.
lot only was ^un

political theorist.

a

revolutionary, he was also

a

It wrote voluminous books and articles

in which he constructed a sec of plans to rebuild China*
r

i

a

Intended to introduce a democratic political system and

e

specialist economic system to China.

Be wanted to k-ep

some of the ol^ Chinese traditions, but at the

adopt some Western democratic ideas.
lied

v«3

a

combination of democracy, co:ominism and the

traditional Chinese social system.
include everything he thought
end

|

same time,

The "socialism" he

In short, Sun tried to

;ood, without much consistency

refund! ty.
idth without depth and consistency resulted in

impracticality and confusion.

To reconstruct China with

3un*s ideas was tantamount to building a Utopia.

caused confusion.

ifflculty

When Bun'* alleged followers 'ound

it

difficult to implement his teachings, they simply ignored
them.

The Inclusion of traditionalist and communist elements

n'a politienl thought also sowed

bhe

seeds of ideological

disputes between the Nationalists and the Communists.

1'he

Nationalists claimed theseelvei to be Sun's genuine followers,
for

hey

said that

un adored traditional Chinese virtues

which Chiang Kai-shek championed.

But Sun had close relations

with the Russian Communists, and his "socialism" was similar

to

iMnmlnii

v or this reason, Mao Tse-tun;; and his

followers thought that Sun was their precursor.
At any rate, 3un'

efforts to overthrow the corrupt

s

Manchu regime and his aspirations to rebuild China were
admirable.

But his plans to implement his aspirations were

unpractical and inadequate.

He succeeded in tearing down a

monarchy but failed to build

a

viable republic.

confusion and snarchy, communism came in.
communism.

Amidst the

Sun welcomed

But the communism he imagined was a peaceful,

future communism, without violence and class stru

:

le.

Sun's early death left his Nationalist followers the

heavy burden of implementing his legacy.

But the Nationalists,

under Chiang Kai-shek's reactionary leadership, detested and
ignored Sun's left-leaning
to crush all dissenters.

tt

t

.

They resorted to force

The Nationalist dictatorship and

militarism provoked the Communist armed Struggle! and broa
Chiang Kai-shek's downfall.
China and helped the

'ht

Sua Introduced communism to

-rowth of the Communist party, and Chiang

gave the Communists the best opportunity to conquer China.

